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First, we’ll give ~jou~n overview
of the project and then we’ll

look at the education in detail.
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S ( There are plenty of a~reviationsarid

acronyms in this L’ook, I hope this list will: help you make sense of them.

ALPHABET Sour
S
S
S

CBW Community-based Worker

CDR Committee for the Defence of the Revolution

5 CDU Commercial Development Unit

CEA Canadian Executing Agency
S CIDA Canadian International Development Agency
S
S CWO Community Water Organizer
S
5 GBC Ghana Broadcasting Corporation
S
5 GWEP Guinea Worm Eradication Programme

GEP Group Extension Programme

GWSC Ghana Water and Sewerage Corporation
• HPC Hand Pump Caretaker
S
• IBRD International Bank for Rural Development
S
5 M&E Monitoring and Evaluation Unit
S

NCWD National Council on Women and Development
S I

5 NGO Non-governmentai Organization

RLG Radio LearningGroup
S RMP Radio and Materials Production Unit
S
S RWSU Rural Water Supply Unit
S
5 SSM Sugar-Salt Mixture
S
S
S
S
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UNDP United Nations Development Programme

UNICEF

URADEP

VEW

VLOM

WB

WEFH

WHIP

WUP

United Nations Children’s Fund

Upper Regions Agricultural Development Programme

Village Education Worker

Village Level Operation and Maintenance

World Bank

Water Education for Health

Water Health Integrated Programme

Water Utilization Prolect

I And there are two more, ORS and ORT.
They shouldn’t b?e confused. Oral

Rehydration Therapy (ORI) covers the
b’road range of Iictuids that can ~eused
to prevent dehydration. ORS stands for

Oral Rehyclration Salts which is a package
of dried ingredients that are mixed with
water and given to the sick. In Ghana

ORS is distri~uted
in sachets.
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: At the official ceremony in October 1987 marking the opening of the
S Upper West administrative region, the Chairman of the Provisional

National Defence Committee (PNDC) and Ghana’s leader, J. J. Rawlings,
5 singled out CIDA for an official tribute and presented the agency with a
S plaque in appreciation of its support and contribution to water supply in

Ghana. CIDA’s assistance with the provision of potable water in the
Upper Regions was a maior part of that contribution.

Water supply in Ghana is the responsibility of the Ghana Water and
S Sewerage Corporation which has traditionally concentrated on urban

services. The joint CIDA/GWSC Upper Region Water Supply Program-
5 me was the first substantial attempt by the corporation to supply rural
S dwellers. Between 1973 and 1981, 2,700 boreholes were sunk and

hand pumps installed in over 1 ,000 communities. For the first time, 600
to 700 thousand people had access to clean drinking water — water

S that would help to improve their standard of health and quality of life.
S
S CIDA’s involvement has spanned an 1 8-year period and has gone far

beyond just providing assistance with the basic technical resources.
• In 1 979, a maintenance component and — more significantly — an
• education component were added to the project. These were the
S . I 1.1. . . II .1.Maintenance ana StaDilization Pro1ect ana me Water Utiiization Prolect;
5 both focussed on sustainability of the hand pumps and user education.
S

User education, aimed at maximizing the health benefits of a supply of
5 potable water, has been a priority since 1985. Wardrop Engineering,

the Canadian Executing Agency (CEA), and GWSC have fielded a team
s of up to seven advisors — including a coordinator, adult educators, a
S
S
S
S
S
S
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radio specialist and an evaluator — and nine counterparts. Working
with other government and non-government agencies in the Upper
Regions, they have:

• developed and trained a cadre of Community Water
Organizers (usually one man and one woman per pump),
at 2,700 pump sites. Potentially, this network of CWOs can
now support a variety of extension activities;

• used this network to communicate a variety of water/health
messages to over 600,000 pump users. Specific water/health
messages have included causes and
prevention of diarrhoea, management of
dehydration, preparation of ORS, pump site
maintenance, use and maintenance of the
pump, and payment of tariff; and,

• promoted the involvement of women in
development by encouraging each pump
community to select one woman CWO, who
subsequently worked with women in the
communities.

In many respeds, the Water Utilization Project has been a success. It has
helped to improve the quality of life for villagers in the Upper Regions.
Women spend less time and effort fetching water. The availability of
pump water has helped to reduce the incidence of such water-borne
diseases as guinea worm and diarrhoea.

WUP has also had a positive impact on the organization and utilization
of development resources in the Upper Regions. Through its educational
programme, the project has been able to pull together and obtain the
cooperation of government and non-government extension agencies.
Their combined effort has created a network that can reach into all rural
communities.

w
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Over time, a strategy evolved for organizing large numbers of village
5 volunteers who, in turn, mobilize even larger numbers of rural dwellers
5 in a mass education effort. Through a process of trial and error and
S critical analysis of the field experience, lessons learnt from each
S successive education campaign — and from elsewhere — have been

applied to develop this strategy.

Of course, were CIDA to start this water project today, it would changemany aspects of its original design. This is, in part, a reflection of how
much has been learned about water over the past 18 years. But it is also

S a reflection of how much has actually been learned from the experience
S in the field and applied to the development of the project.
S
S With the current phase of the Water Utilization Project drawing to a

close, this is an opportune time to look back on the experience and take

stock of what happened. By describing the evolution of the project,
5 documenting what has been done and how, and drawing out the lessons
5 learned, it is hoped that the experience gained in the Upper Regions of
S Ghana will be useful elsewhere.
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SECTION I
The Context
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THE UPPER REGIONS

The Water Utilization Project operated in the two Upper Regions of
Ghana, the most northerly area of the country bordering Burkina Faso.

With a population of 1.2 million — 770,000 in the Upper East and
440,000 in the Upper West — they are the least populated regions in
the country. Most of the people live in rural areas; only 10 percent live
in the major towns of Bolgatanga, Bawku and Wa.

It is a diverse population. This part of Ghana has more ethnic groups

than the south but, combined, they account for less than 10 percent of
the country’s population. There are six major languages used in the
regions — Gurune, Dagaare, Sissala, Buli, Kasem and Kusaal. Very
few people are literate in these languages. The literacy rate in English
for the country as a whole is estimated at 25 to 30 percent; in the Upper
Regions the literacy rate is considerably lower.

People live in small, scattered villages and hamlets with subsistence farms
in and around their communities. Agricultural technology is simple,
relying extensively on manual labour, particularly by women.
Approximately 70 percent of the labour force is engaged in agriculture.

In the patriarchal farming communities of the Upper Regions, women
have subservient but interdependent relationships with male family and
community members. Polygamy is common in rural areas. Both men
and women participate in subsistence activities, with labour and
responsibilities organized along distinct gender lines. Men are primarily
responsible for the production and use of staple crops and livestock,

w
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women for household management, the preparation 0f food, childcare
5 and up to 80 percent of all agricultural labour. Primary responsibility for
S care of the family falls on women. Women are also the primary: collectors, managers and users of water and make the decisions about
5 sources used, quantities collected, storage and use.
S
• Agricultural activity is organized around two seasons — a rainy season
S from April to October, followed by a dry season when humidity is low

and the temperature often reaches 42°Cor more. Rainfall rarely
• exceeds 1 25 centimeters annually. During the dry season almost all
S vegetation withers; the region is barely able to support subsistence: agriculture and livestock pastures, although — when the rains are good

— some agricultural surplus is produced and sold to markets in the
5 south. Prolonged cultivation and bush burning have caused serious: degradation of vegetation.
S I r .1 I I • I r • IAs a result or soil depletion, cletorestation ana uncertain rainy seasons
5 (including several droughts in recent years), as well as male migration to
5 urban areas, women spend increasingly more time in collecting water

and fuel in addition to their other responsibilities. The northern regions

S are comparatively disadvantaged economically and, to cope, women: engage in surplus production and food processing activities.: Roads in many areas are poor; in the wet season, many are impassable.
Communications are also difficult, with telephone and telex services

S available in larger centres only.
S
S In Ghana, as in other developing countries, water- and sanitation-

related diseases are responsible for most illnesses and death, particularly
of young children. UNICEF estimates that the average child in a poor

S
S
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community in a developing country will have between six and 16 bouts
of diarrhoea a year. Diarrhoeal diseases are responsible for over 25
percent of all child deaths.

UNICEF also estimates the infant mortality
rate in the Upper Regions at between 250
and 300 per 1 ,000 births. The serious
tropical diseases — guinea worm, schis-
tosomiasis, malaria and onchocerciasis —

are all present in the regions. Recent studies
by the Ministry of Health in the Upper West
show an increasing incidence of guinea
worm infection, particularly where villages
do not have access to pump water or use
other sources. In the Wa District, for
instance, 106 of 139 villages inspected had
cases of guinea worm.

Traditional beliefs and practices play a major role in the lives of people
in the North. These traditional religions are characterized by spirit
worship and ancestor veneration. Animists explain sickness in terms of
witchcraft and superstition.

During the past decade, health institutions in Ghana, like those in other
parts of Africa, have experienced severe shortages of essential drugs,
medical equipment, laboratory items and funds to support primary
health care systems. The country has also been affected by the
emigration of skilled health personnel. In 1 988, the government
instituted a “fees for services” health care policy.

w
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CIPA project was the first su~stan~~
~a~empt to supply water to villag~~)

The rural component of the Upper Region
Water Supply Project started in 1973. The
2,600 boreholes and pumps installed are
now being supplemented with pumps
provided by non-governmental organiza-
tions. More than 275 NGO pumps have
been installed, 95 percent of them in the

An estimated 75 percent of the rural population now has
water.

The Water Supply Project was implemented during a period of political
and economic turmoil in Ghana. In the early stages of the program,
from 1972 to 1976, the economy was relatively stable and the northern
regions enjoyed a period of political strength. In the late 1 970s and
early 1 980s the economy declined, and serious shortages of foreign
exchange affected the government’s ability to meet its commitments
to implement the program and maintain the infrastructure. Although
there has been some improvement in the economy, meeting their
agreed financial contributions to the project continues to be a problem
for the Government of Ghana and the Ghana Water and Sewerage
Corporation.

In 1 982, the government announced plans to decentralize from the
capital of Accra to the regions, districts and local communities, at the
same time retaining the right to appoint regional and district secretaries.
The secretaries exercise executive power, and chair regional and district
councils which consist of both elected and appointed members. The
single Upper Region was divided into two regions — the Upper East and
the Upper West — in 1987 and recently the seven administrative districts
in the two regions were increased to a total of 11.
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Because each region had its own priorities, the administrative division of
the Upper Regions had a major impact on the project. Staff located in
each region operated within the regional context, although this made
administration more difficult.

The conditions, circumstances and resources of the two regions have
influenced and shaped the activities of the Wafer Utilization Project. The
scattered population, seasonal farming activities, and low levels of
education and literacy have been significant factors in the design and
operation of the project.

w
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THE WATER UTILIZATION PROJECT

: An Historical Overview

: Water- and sanitation-related diseases are responsible for most deaths
S of young children in Ghana. Improvements in the availability and

quality of water can play an important role in improving health. Better
• access to clean water allows standards of hygiene to improve; this in turn
S can lead to a reduction in diarrhoeal diseases, infections of the skin and

eyes, cholera, typhoid, infectious hepatitis and guinea worm.

The goal of the Water Utilization Project was to make a significant
improvement in the health and productive capacity of the residents in the

S Upper Regions of Ghana by providing “in adequate quantities... a clean

and hygienic supply of water”. CIDA has worked with GWSC since
5 1973 to install 2,700 hand pumps in over 1,000 communities, to
S develop a maintenance support system and to organize a user education
S programme.

Throughout its involvement in the water project, CIDA’s objective has
remained unchanged. As with any project that spans 1 8 years, there

S have been inevitable changes in focus and strategy. Administratively,

these changes are reflected in four phases:

S

S
S

• theUpperRegionWaterSupply—1973to 1981;

• theWaterUtilization ProjectPhase1—1979to 1984;

• theMaintenanceandStabilizationProject—1982to 1988; and,

• theWaterUtilization ProjectPhase11—1985to 1992.



Within these four phases, there have been four overlapping periods of
activity:

• Hand Pump Installation;

• The Community Education Programme;

• Hand Pump Maintenance; and,

• Water Education for Health.

These changes in focus and strategy reflect a growing understanding of
what is involved in promoting a rural water supply project. CIDA’s
project was initially perceived as a technical project to introduce hand
pumps into the communities. By WUP Phase II, it was clear that the
impact of the technical input — the hand pumps — would be maximized
only if the users fully understood and accepted the benefits of using and
maintaining a potable water supply. The development of an extensive
Water Education for Health programme that eventually involved over
4,000 Community Water Organizers recognizes the importance of user
education.

A number of factors have influenced the evolution of WUP from a
technical project to a social/educational project; these include:

• experience in the field: an education component was
introduced into the project in 1979 when it was observed that
during the wet season women abandoned the pumps in
favour of unprotected water sources closer to their homes;

• specific project planning interventions (summarized on the
next page); and,

• broader developments in the hand pump sector, particularly
the concept of Village-level Operation and Maintenance.

w
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PLANNING INTERVENTIONS

ImplementationStage

StageI

HAND PUMP INSTALLATION

1973—1981

StageII

COMMUNITY EDUCATION

PROGRAMME

1977—1984

StageIII

MAINTENANCE

STABILIZATION

1982—1986

StageIV

WATER EDUCATION FOR

HEALTH

1985—1990

w
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Hand Pump Installation

The Upper Region Water Supply Project was
launched in 1973. Over an eight-year period
almost 2,700 wells were sunk and hand
pumps installed in rural communities. Urban
systems were built (or rehabilitated) in three
major towns and several smaller communities.

The process of introducing villagers to a pump was handled by a team of
drillers and hydrogeologists who met with the local traditional leaders
and their male advisors. Villages were selected using population
distribution figures from the 1 966 census. Boreholes were sited based
primarily on geological criteria, and little consideration was given to
such issues as proximity to compounds or traditional boundaries
between villages and clans.

The location of the pumps subsequently proved to be an important factor
in their use. It soon became apparent that, while the pumps were greatly
appreciated for providing a reliable source of water during the dry
season, in the wet season many women chose to use unprotected water
sources closer to their homes.

Within the first year or two it became clear that drilling wells and
providing hand pumps was not enough to realize the project’s aims.
It was evident that important issues had not been addressed. These
included users’ lack of awareness of the potential benefits of clean water;

w
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their responsibility for pump maintenance; and, traditional beliefs that
linked diseases to causes other than water.

: )‘~Asearly as 197S two consultants ~
• ~1~c1vice on ec~ucatiori.They recommen~J

S an educationalcomponentbe addedto the well

: construction process;

S a structurebe createdto supportvifiage development: committeestaking up thequestionsof vifiage health,
• waterusageandsanitation;and,

: an educationcampaignon healthandwaterusagebe
S developed.
S ______________________________
S

-~\3~JIW’
S -~

S
To support the educational activities, the consultants recommended that:

S
• relevant training materials be prepared and extension

s personnel trained;
S

• an interministerial Health Education and Water Usage
S Committee be formed; and,
S

• positions for a district coordinator and one part-time village
S worker for every 50 sites be established.

S

S
S



They also recommended that a maintenance system, using village-level
Hand Pump Caretakers (HPCs), be developed to help sustain the benefits
of the hand pumps.

The recommendations for a community education programme and a
community-based maintenance system were agreed to, with GWSC, in a
1977 Memorandum of Understanding. Based on this memorandum, the
Water Utilization Project Phase I was launched in 1 978.

Community Education

The Water Utilization Project Phase I added a social dimension to what

had been primarily a technical project. The new focus emphasized
community participation in the management and maintenance of the
hand pumps, and community education in the skills, knowledge and
habits needed to maximize the health benefits of potable water.

It was intended that the Water Utilization Project should improve:

• accessto potablewater through site development;

• healthandwaterusethrougheducationprogrammes;

• sanitation througha latrinebuilding programme;

• village level maintenancethroughthe training of

pumpcaretakers

w
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Tnese runctions were assigned to two units:
S • the Rural Water Supply Unit, charged with keeping the: pumps functioning and making physical improvements to the

immediate area around the pumps; and,

S • the Community Education Programme, given the task of
educating and mobilizing the communities on health-related

S issues.

Community involvement began in mid-1977 with a pilot project in six
villages. Village “pump men” were appointed and trained in preventive
maintenance, proper pump usage, and site cleanliness.

S
However, the emergence of a full-fledged community education

s programme was hampered by the lack of qualified full-time education
S personnel. Responsibility for the education component rested with three
S successive WUP team leaders until 1980, when a full-time Ghanaian: adult educator was appointed; a year later, a Canadian adult education

advisor was also appointed. By mid-i 981, a community education
S strategy had been outlined. It involved one coordinator, 10 instructor-
S trainers and 1 00 instructors (called Village Education Workers —

VEWs), working in 1,000 villages each year.
5 In the implementation plan, the acronym SPARE was used to summarize

the education programme’s characteristics:

17
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A final principle was standardization of operations to “ensure quality,
uniformity and simplicity”.

The objectives, however, were far from simple. The aim was to:

SI M F’LE

• reinforce behaviours that favoured good health;

• change unhealthy behaviour;

• increase awareness of the relationship between
water and health; and,

• encourage community efforts to care for water
supplies and improve sanitation.

In 1981, the community education programme was initiated in three
districts — Lawra, Wa and Bawku. By the end of the 1982 dry season,
the districts of Navrongo and Sandema had been added. A total of 72
VEWs were trained, including 11 women. In the district of Bolgatanga,
the programme started in 1983 with 21 VEWs being trained.

In principle, the VEWs were to be community-based paraprofessional
volunteers; in practice, most were government fieldworkers doing a
second job in a private capacity, attracted by incentives.

The “volunteers” were given eight hours of training on specific water-
related health messages and on the use of teaching aids. Each was
expected to give three talks at 10 different pump sites over a 12-month
period. As incentives the VEWs were loaned bicycles, which they could
keep after three years of satisfactory service; as well, they received
T-shirts, caps and shoulder bags.

The YEW strategy was assessed by the CIDA Review and Redesign
Mission in i 982. The mission considered the overall strategy “viable”,
the training of VE~vVs“thorough”, and the “exponential” model of one

w
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VEW ror every 10 villages managea~ie
• It was, however, a qualified endorsement;

the mission made a number of criticisms
S I I I I r Imat reacflecl to me core or me community
• education programme. It noted the need
S to determine “the effectiveness 0f the
S ii 1111 I • I ~message ana me educational task , an

s recommended: investigating the poten-: tial of a mass radio campaign; develop-
ing interagency cooperation; recruiting more women VEWs; hiring more

s staff for the community education programme; training counterparts;
5 and, making women the primary target group of the community

education programme. Many of these issues were to resurface in later
reviews and evaluations.

S
S Several of the recommendations were implemented and, by 1 984, the: community education programme had expanded to include:
S • public information using a range of media (posters, calendars,: puppets, drama, concerts) to raise water consciousness; and,

5 • community outreach using extension agents from other: organizations to disseminate water messages.

Although the YEW programme suffered when a substantial number of
volunteers dropped out, and in 1983 was scaled down to 70 volunteers

covering 700 villages, it continued to be the main medium for water

education in WUP Phase I.

S
S Maintenanceand Sustainability
S
S To a large extent, the activities of the Rural Water Supply Unit over-

shadowed the community education programme. A major concern in
WUP Phase I was that pump users assume responsibility for hand pump

S operations and maintenance.
S
S
S
5 1
5 9
S



Volunteer Hand Pump Caretakers were recruited in the villages. They
had to be residents living near a pump who could do preventive main-
tenance and help the RWSU monitor the performance of the pumps.

The job required people with mechanical aptitude; as a result, volunteers

were recruited from among village bicycle repairmen, blacksmiths and
others. The process for recruiting and training HPCswas as follows:

(~oconsic~erationwas given~~

\

recruiting women caretaker~)

~the RSWU mechanic contacted the village chief and elders to

explain the WUP objectives;

• the community formed a Water User Committee to select a
HPC; and,

• the HPC received tools and instructions on a one-to-one basis
on how to tighten loose bolts and lubricate moving parts.

The first pump installed — the Beatly pump — proved unsuitable for
vigorous use by a community (although well suited to domestic use on
western Canadian farms). As more and more pumps broke down,
sustainability of the hand pump scheme became a matter of concern.
The Beatty pump was eventually replaced by Moyno and Monarch
pumps. While the Beafly pump did lend itself to a community-based
maintenance system, the Moyno and Monarch pumps did not. This
meant there was an increased role for the RWSU and a diminished role
for the HPCs in preventive maintenance of the pumps.

With the maintenance function now falling directly on the RWSU, a
decentralized structure for regular pump servicing was created.
Motorized mechanics, operating from the district centres, answered
requests for repairs and monitored the performance of the pumps. This
became the priority activity of WUP Phase I.
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The shift of responsibility for pump maintenance set in motion a process
• of redefining the HPC’s role and eventually created an opening for
S the participation of women. Two interventions were significant in

refocussing attention on community participation — the Programme
• Evaluation (1984) and the Review and Redesign Mission (1985).

Evaluation ofWLJPPhasel

Phase I of WUP ended in 1983 and was followed by a comprehensive
5 programme evaluation. Women drawers of water were surveyed to
• investigate patterns of water-related behaviour in both wet and dry: seasons; as well the technology, project costs, organization and
• management, and education components were reviewed.
S
• The evaluation concluded that the project had been a qualified success.
S The pumps were being maintained to provide a source of relatively

reliable water for 600 to 700 thousand people. On average, each
• pump was used by 400 rural residents, 60 percent of whom resided: within 800 metres. (This level of use reflects the highly dispersed

settlement pattern.) Data from the survey suggested that the choice of
S water source was based largely on proximity, especially during the wet

season, although hand pumps were the preferred source when located
within a reasonable distance.

The evaluation also concluded that health had improved: there was a
• reduction in guinea worm and, possibly, in diarrhoea. However,

bacteriological test results suggested that both the pumps and traditional
sources of drinking water provided relatively pure water, and that the

S principal impact of the pumps had been to improve access to water.
Although women had been largely excluded from active participation in

5 the programme, some of their burden had been eased by the provision
S of a closer source of water.
S
S
S
S
S
S
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In its assessment of WUP’s educational work, the evaluation team felt that
no more than a start had been made. Coverage had been low; some of
the messages were redundant; and, the educational approach was
overly didactic, with presentations trying to cover too many topics.
Efforts to promote the building and use of latrines were questioned since
they seemed to have little impact. By September 1984, only 393
household latrines had been constructed and about 1 30 of those were
not being used. The survey also showed that stored water was
contaminated in about one compound in three, with no improvements in
the compounds of those with access to the education.

The evaluation team argued that inadequate educational resources had
been spread too thinly, with a resulting low payoff. Constructing latrines,

supporting volunteer educators, and encouraging villagers to form
Water Users Committees (whose functions were not ongoing), had not
resulted in any significant change. In addition, too little attention was

paid to selecting messages that convey a health benefit, developing
effective educational materials, and building cooperation with other rural
extension agencies.

This paved the way for an extension of WUP, with an emphasis on
education. WUP Phase II was launched in 1 985. To address the
deficiencies of the first phase, educational resources were substantially

increased and a new approach developed.
The latrine-building component was dropped;
priority was given to the organization of a
water/health education programme and to
the training of pump caretakers. The site
development programme was continued and
a new component — the development of a
system for hand pump tariff collection — was

added. The goal was still to improve the health and productivity of the
rural population — only the means to achieve that goal had been
revised.
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The revision meant that there were now two broad areas of focus:

• maximizing the health benefits through an
educational programme.

These functions were assigned to three units:

• Water Education for Health (WEFH);

• Rural Water Supply Unit (RWSU); and,

• Commercial Development Unit (CDU).

WEFH was given responsibility for the water
education programme and RWSU for site
improvement and caretakers training; CDU took on the task of
developing a system for tariff collection. A fourth unit, Monitoring and
Evaluation, was also established. The M&E Unit was to have a
significant impact on the formation of the education strategy by
continuing formative research on the educational process.

The evaluation also marked a change in the management of the project.
Until then, the project had been managed directly by CIDA, with
Canadian advisors recruited as individual cooperants. Following the
evaluation process, management was transferred to a Canadian
Executing Agency: Wardrop Engineering.

Water Education for Health

By 1985, the education activities of the Water Utili-
zation Project had been strengthened to include a team
of six advisors (a coordinator, four educators and
one evaluator) and nine counter-parts. A radio
specialist was added to the team in 1989.
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• upgrading the capacity of pump communities and the GWSC
in order to maintain and to manage the pumps, and to
improve sanitation at the pump site; and,
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Based on the recommendations in the Project Evaluation, and the Review
and Redesign Mission, substantial revisions were made to the
programme strategy. The Village Education Worker approach was
shown to have limited impact. Because the volunteer teachers had
inadequate training and too little support in the field, and tended to use
lectures rather than discussions to cover too many topics, their talks
reached only a small percentage of the potential audience.

The Village Education Worker scheme was disbanded and the
educational unit within WUP was given a new name — Water Education
for Health — to reflect its narrower focus on water-related health issues.
Instead of depending only on the didactic approach, the new
programme set out to experiment with a number of educational
strategies. The aim was to broaden the coverage and deepen the
impact, using a mix of appropriate, carefully-tested methods. Mass
programmes would be launched only when they could be adequately
supported with training, educational materials and field supervision.

In June 1986, Water Education for Health (WEFH) organized a pilot
campaign to test the use of government fieldworkers as frontline village
teachers. Fieldworkers in two areas were trained in participatory,
interactive teaching methods and water-related health content, and
assigned to organize educational meetings in 100 pump communities.
There were some weaknesses. Fieldworkers were not mobile; they had
difficulty reaching communities on a regular basis; and, they could not
provide the continuity needed in an education programme at the village
level. WEFH was forced to find an alternative. The solution was to form
a cadre of community-based paraprofessionals, called Community-
based Workers, to extend the outreach of government fieldworkers. This
strategy was tested in 1987 in a second pilot programme, called the
Group Extension Programme, implemented in three out of the seven
districts in the Upper Regions.
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Work on the pilot programmes helped WEFH gain experience in a
number of areas crucial to the implementation of a mass programme.

• Knowledge was acquired on how to organize training, material

production, logistical support, extension resources and evaluation in the
• context of the Upper Regions. Perhaps the most important gain was the
• initiation of interagency teamwork at the regional, district and field
S levels. The Group Extension Programme was planned and implemented

• on a collaborative basis; through it, WEFH started to develop close
S working relationships with a number of agencies and to establish

procedures for building interagency cooperation. This approach gave
• WEFH the resources to organize the mass education campaigns,
• something it could not have done alone.
S
• WEFH, however, was not the only unit involved in education and

training. The Rural Water Supply Unit’s programme also had a
• substantial education component, concerned with training hand pump
S caretakers and encouraging communities to improve their pump sites.: Under the pump site improvement programme, communities were
• encouraged to use the sites for dry season gardening, tree planting, bath

: houses and laundry facilities, and to build extended pads.
• Both the Project Evaluation and the Review and Redesign Mission had

recommended that greater priority be given to training HPCs.
• Consequently, in November 1986, the Rural Water Supply Unit (RWSU)
S began to design a training programme, train trainers, and test a training

course. In the process they made a number of significant changes to
earlier initiatives. The existing cadre of exclusively male HPCs was
complemented with women, one male and one female caretaker per

• pump. The caretaker’s role shifted from on-site maintenance to fault-
• reporting, increased involvement in tariff collection, and greater
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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emphasis on community education and mobilization. The role of the
HPC changed from that of village mechanic to one of generalist “water
organizer”, able to carry out a range of educational and organizational
responsibilities.

This new focus had implications for the management of the project.
It meant that there were two education units — WEFH and RWSU —

operating within GWSC. Both units were in the process of creating their
own paraprofessionals in the pump communities, competing for and
duplicating community resources. Communities could not necessarily
distinguish between the role of the HPC and CBW, causing confusion.

This situation was further compounded by a growing concern with tariff
collection. Surveys by WUP’s Commercial Development Unit had
highlighted a serious problem with the payment of tariff. Many
communities were substantially in arrears. From GWSC’s perspective,
tariff payments had to be boosted by making communities aware of the
importance of potable water, the reasons for the tariff, and ways of
collecting and raising funds. For the villagers, tariff was a sensitive
issue. Many felt that since tariff had not been mentioned when the
pumps were installed, they should be free of charge and that the cost of
maintenance should be borne by government. An educational response
was clearly needed.

Each of the three units had a significant educational focus, and it was
increasingly evident that their different efforts needed to be coordinated
and integrated. The Review and Redesign Mission had recommended
that WEFH integrate its work with other components of WUR Closer
coordination would ensure that WUP units worked with a common
strategy, avoided overlap and duplication, reinforced each other’s
efforts, and built on each other’s initiatives.
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In mid-1987, the roles of the HPC and the CBW were combined:

HPC
• site development
• fault reporting

CBW
• water/health

education

CWO
• water/health education

• site development
• tariff education and collection

• fault-reporting
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The new Community Water Organizer (CWO) became the focus for all
community-level education activities and WEFH took on responsibility for
all educational programmes.

WEFH began to develop a systematic education strategy. Building on
the experience of the 1 986 and 1 987 campaigns, efforts were
concentrated on recruiting and training Community Water Organizers.
The RWSU’s policy of recruiting two people per pump was adopted.
A deliberate effort was made to recruit women, the major users of the
pumps. During the 1987-88 campaign 3,000 CWOs were trained,
48.5 percent female. During the 1988-89 campaign a total of 4,100
CWOs were trained in 60 training courses. Over 50 percent of these
CWOs were women.
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The Changing Role of the HPC

CIRCUMSTANCE

Increasingnumber
of pumpsbreaking
down

RESPONSE

Recruitmentof
village volunteers
to do preventive
maintenance

SIGNIFICANCE

Jobdescription
emphasized
mechanicalskills

Criteriafor
selectionexcluded
women

Beattypump
replacedwith more
robustMoynoand
Monarchpumpsthat
requiredmaintenance
by skilled mechanics

Introductionof
tariff

ProgrammeEvaluation
andReviewand
RedesignMission

HPCprogramme
revisedto focus
on theireducational
rolevis-â-vlssite
developmentand
communityorganization

Decisionto
recruit two
HPCsfor every
pump— onemale
andonefemale

WEFH andRWSU
education
strategiesoverlap,
duplicateeachother

HPCandCBW roles
combinedto CWO
cadre

ResponsIbility
for RWSUandCDU
educationmandate
shifted to WEFH

a
a
a
a
a
a
S

RWSUfocuson
strengtheningGWSC’s
maintenancecapacity

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
—

RWSU personnel
takeon servicing ~

andrepair
function

HPCgivenadditional
responsibilityfor
tariff collection

Maintenancerole
for IIPC eliminated,
their role reduced
•fault reporting
•assistingRWSU
mechanicsduring
theirvisits

•supervlslngpumpsite
improvements

At this stage they
recognised the importance

of involving women

S
a
a
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One of WEFH’s noteworthy achievements was the speed with which it
built up the experience and the resources to organize a mass education
programme. With a planned increase of 25 percent each year it
achieved a complete coverage — 5,300 CWOs — by the 1989-90
campaign.

WEFH TRAINING 1986-1990

PERIOD NUMBERTRAINED

IThat wa~) EXTENSION CWOS

~ workj WORKERS

1986 pilot V 30

1987pilot 71 132

1987/88 3,000

1988/89 4,105

1989/90 5,000

Developing the project on an interagency basis has been a fundamental
part of this mass education approach.’ Obtaining the practical support
of such departments as Community Development and Environmental
Health enabled WEFH to create a network of extension teams to train

and supervise CWOs.

The development of an annual campaign cycle also helped to make the
large-scale operation possible. The campaigns were built around
seasonal agricultural activities. They involved a series of operational
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400 asrecruiters

andsupporters

175 astrainers
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steps. Each campaign started with “Topic Research”, and ran through
such activities as “Fieldworker Training” and “Mass C\VO Training”,
to culminate in “Planning for the Next Campaign”.

During the 1989-90 campaign, a new dimension was added — the use
of radio directed towards village learning groups. Both Review and
Redesign Missions (1982 and 1985) and the Programme Evaluation
(1984) had recommended radio for mass education. This became
possible with the opening in 1986 of URA Radio, a regional station of
GBC in Bolgatanga.

A feasibility study on a radio learning group approach to mass
education was conducted in 1987. Although the study generated much
debate among WEFH personnel, the recommendations of the report
were the basis for extending WUP Phase II by a further Iwo years.
However, plans for a radio learning group approach got off to a number
of false starts, partly because of staffing problems and partly as a result
of overestimating the resources of URA Radio. In 1 989, a Canadian
radio specialist joined WUP; this enabled WEFH to make greater use of
radio to support CWO activities in the 1989-90 campaign.

Throughout WUP Phase lIthe education programme benefitied from the
presence of an inhouse Monitoring and Evaluation Unit. While the
importance of these functions is almost universally acknowledged, this
project actually committed resources to an internal unit that could give
immediate feedback in a supportive and collaborative form to help guide
decision-making. The unit provided a steady stream of findings dealing
with crucial issues like tariff performance, the proportion of women
among CWOs, the teaching of SSM, the effectiveness of extension
worker training, and the effectiveness of site development promotion.
The on-site monitoring and evaluation capacity also meant that topics
were thoroughly investigated before deciding which specific messages
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should be promoted. This was instrumental, for example, in focussing
the diarrhoea message on the “management of diarrhoea” and
abandoning teaching of the SSM solution in favour of purchasable
ORS sachets.

Conclusion

There have been many modifications in strategy since the projed began
in 1 973. This reflects both the tremendous advances made in the
technology of rural water supply, and the realization of the crucial role
that communities must play in choosing and managing their water
supply, and paying for water fees. It also reflects the responsiveness of
WUP field staff and management, and of GWSC and CIDA personnel,
to criticism and changing circumstances.
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-

R E SU LT S

• A water supply project with 90 percentof the pumps

working andpotablewateravailableto over600,000people.

• The developmentandtraining of a cadreof Community

WaterOrganizers,usuallyonemanandonewoman,In 2,700

pumpcommunitiesandthecreationofanetworkwhich can

beusedto supportavarietyofextensionactivities.

• The rapid expansionof this network through a systemof

“staged” training involving WEFH staff, fleldworkers and

CWOs.

• A focus on womenby encouragingcommunitiesto select

onewoman CWO, andsubsequentwork by CWOs with the

womenof thevillage.

• Low-cost, self-helpsite developmentactivities at a substan-

tial proportionof handpumpsites.
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SECTION II
Water Education For Health
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CINTRODUCING WEFH)~(4j
Water Education for Health (WEFH) started in late 1985 with a series of
objectives linked to the overall aims of the Water Utilization Project, a set
of targets laid out in the inception plan for WUP Phase II, and a number
of lessons drawn from the Community Education Programme of WUP
Phase I.

Water Education for Health referred to both the programme and the
organizational unit created to plan, organize and manage the
water/health education programme. It was set up as a temporary
structure within GWSC, made up of Canadian adult education advisors
and Ghanaian counterparts seconded from other agencies with a
water/health mandate. Other locations for the WEFH Unit were
examined — the Department of Community Development, the Minishy of
Health and the Ministry of Education, for example — but the decision
was made to leave it as a unit within GWSC because of the corpo-
ration’s water focus and logistical strengths.

Its temporary status within GWSC reflected its tentative nature. It was
established on a short-term basis to implement an experimental
water/health education programme. There were no plans to institu-
tionalize the unit or to make it permanent. Its future depended largely on
its success in mounting a high quality mass programme.

WEFH was a small, tightly-knit group of highly trained adult educators.
It was designed as a centralized unit without a field arm of its own. Its
role was to define the overall strategy, messages, methods and materials,
and then work through the field cadres of other agencies to implement a
mass programme in the villages, serving as the overall coordinator.
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WEFH established two teams — one in the Upper East and one in the
Upper West. This geographic separation affected the way the work was
structured. The teams commuted back and forth between Bolgatanga
and Wa, the two regional offices, holding planning meetings and
operational workshops and then assigning specific tasks to each team.

In view of earlier evaluation comments, a special effort was made
to recruit women as counterparts for the WEFH Unit, ensuring that
women played key roles in all aspects 0f the programme, including
management.

For the first three years of the project, the Canadians on the team
assumed the role of line managers. In the final year, one of the coun-
terparts on each team became the line manager.

WEFH’s main job was to create a water/health education programme
and manage it. The creative process can be described in terms of:

• the starting points; and,

• developing an education strategy.
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PhaseI: ConsultationandPlanning
(July 1985 - June 1986)
• WEFH team — I Canadian, I Ghanaian, 2

part-time consultants
• consultation and planning meetings with other

agencies
• an experimental training workshop involving

fieldworkers from other agencies
• design of initial set of messages and materials
• development of a programme design

*

Phase4: Consolidation of Network and Sustainability
(July 1989 -June 1990)
• introduction of radio as a teaching tool, support to CWOs

and year-round educator
• Formation of a network of radio learning groups and the

organization of a Radio Learning Group campaign
• counterpart training and development
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Phase3: Expansionand
Network Development
(July 1987 - June 1989)
• planning and implementing

the first Iwo mass
campaigns: a series of
training courses followed by
village-level education and
action organized by CWOs

• development of the
interagency network to
implement the campaigns

Phase2: Experiments and Pilots
(July 1986 -June 1987)
• establishment of a second team to

be based in Upper West — I
Canadian, I Ghanaian

• pilot field projects (GEP I and II):
the first tested the use of extension
workers as frontline teachers, the
second experimented with the idea
of communily-based
paraprofessionals

• feasibility study on Radio Learning
Group campaigns

• redesign: integration of the Group
Extension Programme and Hand
Pump Caretaker training into a new
programme — Water Health
Integrated Programme (WHIP)
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Starting Points
5 WEFH started with a number of programming assumptions and
5 operational principles. The assumptions — set by the Water Utilization
S Project — defined the parameters within which the water education: programme was expected to operate. They included:
S • Project Support Communication WEFH was not a generalized

health education programme but one specifically designed to

S complement and reinforce the earlier Water Supply Project,: which had established the network of 2,700 pumps. It was
5 expeded to teach communities how to make better use of the
S pumps with the aim of maximizing health benefits.

• Adult Education Process While it served as a complement to
S an engineering project, as an adult education programme

WEFH was expected to facilitate an active learning process
5 through which participants developed a full understanding of
S the messages and then made changes in their lives based on

: that understanding
S • Target Pump Communities The programme was expected to: reach out to those communities served by the pumps. Each
5 became an organizational unit for the water/health education
S programme. A new term — “pump community” — was: coined to describe the population served by the pump.

• Mass Coverage While starting with small-scale experi-
• ments, the programme was expected over time to operate on
S a mass scale, reaching out to the more than 2,600 pump: communities in the region. This meant the programme had to

adopt approaches and methods that could be used on a
S mass scale. This affected the choice of field educators,

methods and materials, and type of organization.

S



• Sustainability WEFH was expected to design and develop a
programme which — while starting off with a number of one-
of-f and short-term experiments — would lead to the creation

of a sustainable delivery system for water/health education.

• Women The major beneficiaries of the programme were
expected to be women, given their key role in managing
household water and caring for children. Women were also
expected to play key roles in the management and
implementation of the project at all levels.

Working within these parameters, WEFH adopted the operational
principles that were set out in the Review and Redesign Report:

• a narrow focus with a limited number of topics and
messages;

• close collaboration with other agencies with a water/health
mandate;

• use of interactive, learner-centred educational methods;

• an experimental and phased approach, starting with small
pilot projects and expanding to a mass programme;

• an attempt to achieve both mass coverage and high quality
programming; and,

• formative evaluation as an input to programme design and
summative evaluation in order to ascertain the overall impact
of the educational programme.
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A number of experimental programming models were also decided on,
including:

: • village education meetings conducted by extension workers;
S • radio learning groups;

: • drama and puppetry; and,
S • open-ended public information.
S

Developing an Educational Sfrategy

WEFH’s strategy was deliberately kept open-ended, allowing room for
new ideas to emerge from experimentation in the field. The Review and

5 Redesign Report established a direction, some targets, a number of: optional programming ideas, methods and media, and a way of getting
started. However, the authors deliberately avoided giving the

5 programme implementors a fixed strategy. Instead, implementors were

given a chance to experiment and, as experience developed, to shape
5 a more detailed strategy.
S
s This evolutionary process was consistent with the idea of interagency

collaboration. There was a need to consult and plan with partner
agencies so that the emerging strategy was developed jointly rather than

S imposed by WEFH. This approach allowed for some innovation. The

idea of CWO teamwork at the village level, for instance, was first
5 initiated by some CWOs and later incorporated into the system.

: The general approach was to develop a programme model, then try it
5 out and evaluate it. Changes were then made to the original model.
S The first pilot project, for example, started out with the idea of using

fieldworkers as frontline teachers. Evaluation of the pilot indicated a

number of limitations with the fieldworkers and, as a result, the second
pilot incorporated a new cadre — community-based paraprofessionals

S — in an attempt to increase the coverage of the programme and its local
S
S
S
S
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sustainability. Success with this new cadre persuaded WEFH to drop the
idea of using government extension workers as field educators and
instead to rely on community-based paraprofessionals. This idea was
implemented in the third programme — the first mass campaign.

This process was built into WUP’s six-month planning phases. Each plan
set out the new points in the strategy as well as summarizing the total
strategy. Having a full-time Monitoring and Evaluation Unit made it
possible to evaluate each phase; as a result, new insights could be
incorporated into the overall system.

The process continued with the aim of building up the programme
gradually, trying to achieve high quality results on a small scale before
applying them on a mass scale, for example The expansion of the
programme in turn required new ideas appropriate to the large scale,
for example a system to decentralize tasks and responsibilities to teams
in each district.

The water/health education strategy that emerged was characterized by:

• an integrated approach;

• a multi-agency partnership;

• a leadership and coordinating agency
• an annual campaign cycle;

• a continual training programme;

• a radio support medium;

• a village paraprofessional cadre; and,
• full-time monitoring and evaluation.

~ARTNERSHIP~ (~EADERSHI~J

~MPMGr~J C L~1

VILLAGE
T EDUCATION



The programme brought together a number of diverse elements in a
single cohesive programme. It integrated:

• the efforts of different agencies;

• two distinct and historically separate water-related
programmes — the pump/pumpsite/tariff programme and
health education;

• different cadres — the Hand Pump Caretakers and
Community-based Workers — into a single group, the
Community Water Organizers; and,

• diverse programming methods — drama, radio and village-
based group extension — into a single comprehensive
programme.
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MESSAGE DESIGN
AND MATERIAL PRODUCTION

For WEFH to have any impact, it had to ask, ‘What do People need to
kn0~that will make a difference to their lives?” The theme of “water
and health” could encompass a whole range of ISsues. During the first
phase of WUp in the Community Education Programme a catch-all
approach Was taken; as a result the impact had been limiterj

The Water Educ0t~0~for Health programme In seeking to maximize its
impact Concentrated its efforts on a few carefully chosen topics and
messages

1987/88
• PumPsitedevel0Pm~t
• CauseS,effeCtS andpreveflti0~~

of diarrhoea

1989/90
• Roleof CWO
• Diarrhoeaanddehydration
• Guineaworm
• Tariff

Each campaign
reiiiforce~the

messages of the
previous year.
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Over a period of time, WEFH developed a five-step process for
determining its message focus and for producing relevant materials:
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Topic Selection

To build on and reinforce the educational messages of previous years,
there were four possible health topics to choose from for the 1988/89
campaign:

TOPICCHOICE

I I BILHARZIA I DIARRHOEA ] GUINEA WORM
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To help with topic selection,a rough formula —

the LEAN andCLEAN FORMULA — was devised.



A topic was considered LEAN if the content was clear and focussed,
related to gaps in the villagers’ knowledge, and matched guidelines
provided by international health organizations such as WHO. A
CLEAN topic was one where the potential message was pedagogically
manageable, with achievable goals for the villagers and a reasonable
chance of effecting positive change.

The preliminary investigation of possible topics suggested that diarrhoea
fit the “lean and clean” criteria best. Although malaria is endemic in the
Upper Regions, investigation suggested that there was no practical,
efficacious message that could be promoted to assist with the disease.
Similarly, preliminary investigation suggested that there was little useful,
practical information to teach villagers about guinea worm and bilharzia.

In contrast there were a number of specific messages about diarrhoea
that could have an impact on villagers’ knowledge and behaviour.
Diarrhoea is a very common disease in the Upper Regions and mothers
recognize it as a serious disease that can kill their children. Dehydration
from diarrhoea is, in fact, internationally recognized as a major health
problem. Fatal dehydration can occur in as little as 24 hours in patients
suffering from diarrhoea and vomiting. Malnutrition is a serious com-
plicalion associated with diarrhoea. Simple therapeutic measures can
be initiated in the home to prevent and treat both dehydration and
malnutrition.
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Topic Investigation
S

Once diarrhoea had been selected, a more thorough investigation of the
topic was made to define specific messages for the educational

S campaign.
S
S Topic InvestigatIon

: Reviewof Studieson
international / knowledge,attitudes

• literature andpractices

Consultation Analysis of previous

with relevantnationaland project experience: regionalorganizations

S
The 1 986 pilot campaign provided some insights. It focussed on

S teaching villagers how to prepare a home-made sugar-salt mix (SSM) to

treat dehydration. Follow-up studies by the M&E Unit raised questions
about the feasibility of teaching villagers how to prepare such a solution.

S
s Two trials were conducted on the teaching of SSM. In the first trial, 66
5 percent of community-selected CWOs trained by WEFH staff at a

residential course were able to mix the SSM within acceptable limits
5 when tested six weeks later. In contrast, in a second randomized trial: only six percent of village women trained in their homes by fieldworkers

were able to prepare an acceptable mixture when tested after an interval

S of six weeks.
S
S These differing results may have been due to a variety of reasons. In the

first trial, women were trained in groups in a residential setting
conducive to learning. In the second trial, the selected group of women

S
S
S
S
S
S
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were trained individually in their homes during an unexpected visit by a
fieldworker. In the first group participants had been selected by their
community to attend a training course as its representatives; they were
presumably more motivated than the second trial group who were
selected by fieldworkers. The fieldworkers in the second experiment also
had to cope with the complexities of the random trial (women were
either taught about SSM or pump site development). In addition,
fieldworkers did not have support media with which to reinforce their
instructions. Finally, and possibly most importantly, the fieldworkers
were only taught SSM preparation skills and not how to instruct village
women in SSM.

The limited success of the randomized trial opened up a debate within
WEFH on the desirability of teaching SSM as opposed to other methods
of treating dehydration. This previous experience cast some doubt on
the usefulness of selecting SSM as a priority message for the 1988/89
campaign.

These doubts were reinforced after consultation with the Ministry of
Health. The Ministry’s national Oral Rehydration Therapy (ORT) strategy
did not support the teaching of SSM as a means of treating dehydration.
Instead it favoured the promotion of commercially-packaged Oral
Rehydration Salts and, if ORS were not available, the use of home fluids
as the first line of treatment. ORS sachets are produced commercially in
Ghana and, with the support of UNICEF and USAID, a social marketing
programme was organized to promote their use. The recommended
selling price (in January 1990) was Cedis 30.
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WEFH’s review of the international literature showed that the interna-
5 tional community strongly supported introducing the routine use of ORS.
S The literature also noted that ORS was being introduced into a highly: competitive market where traditional therapies have long existed and

western medicines have dominated the commercial market for decades.
S

The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends the use of home
5 fluids based on local foods as a possible alternative to ORS. WHO’s

total ORT package, presented as a rational strategy for most developing

• countries, involves three levels of treatment:

S Level 1 In thehome: Fluids basedon local foods(such asrice

: waterandvegetablesoups)or asolutionof sugar,salt• ( andwatershouldbe administered. Packetsof ORS
S shouldbe usedif availablebut, generally,theseare not

: necessary.Continuedbreast-feedingof infantsshould/ be emphasized.

Level 2 In healthclinics: ORS shouldbe administered.Patients
who do not respondto this treatmentshouldbe referred

5 to a higher level healthcentre.
S I
• Level 3 In hospitals: Intravenoustherapyshouldbe

/ ~ administeredto severelydehydratedpatients.
S __ _____ ___ __ ___

Ghana’s national ORT strategy was similar to this, although it totally
• excluded the promotion of SSM.
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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The review also showed that the challenge of changing existing
knowledge, attitudes and practices remained largely unmet. The
international literature suggests that it is important that the concept of
drinking in response to diarrhoea becomes a reflex action for any
mother whose baby has loose stools. Most promotional strategies to
date had had only a short-term effect.

WEFH’s assessment of ORT promotional efforts concluded that education
on ORT should not be a short-term effort. Experience suggested that the
education programme should be designed to:

• be continuous rather than sporadic;
• repeat messages in many different ways
• over several years; and,
• make use of a variety of communication

channels.

The literature review highlighted the need to take into account traditional
methods of dealing with diarrhoea and incorporate the use 0f local
foods into educational messages. WEFH also conducted its own study of
local beliefs and practices in the treatment of diarrhoea. Specific areas
of interest for the study were:

• assessing the general awareness among the village
population of the dangers and signs of dehydration;

• identifying commonly used treatments for either diarrhoea or
dehydration;

• determining the level of understanding among the village
population of the causes of diarrhoea;

• identifying diarrhoea strategies commonly in use; and,

• identifying barriers to recommended prevention strategies.
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A total of 540 interviews in 30 villages were conducted by 28 field-
workers. The majority of respondents were adult women.

The research revealed a mix of correct and incorrect knowledge about
diarrhoea. For instance, many women continued to breast-feed children
who had diarrhoea, gave home fluids, and recognized some of the
symptoms of dehydration as well as the seasonality of diarrhoea. They
also thought it might be connected to a new moon, knew of SSM but
could not mix a correct solution, and practiced the forced feeding of
liquids. Some gave enemas as a treatment to “wash out the stomach”.

The causes of diarrhoea given by the respondents were separated into
those with a sound medical basis and those without; responses to
questions on how to treat diarrhoea were analyzed on the same basis.

Management strategies usedby villagers
Uncertain/ incorrect basisMedically soundbasis

• Drink teamadefrom local herbs

• Go to hospitalor clinic

• Drink sugar-saltmixture

• Continuefeeding

• Drink fluid cerealmixtures

• Drink oral rehydrationsolution

• Give enema

• Drink salt and watermixture

• Drink sugarandwatermixture

• Self-medicationwith drug therapy

• Consumemashedcow dung

• Applyhot waterto the anus

• Spiritual cleansingof the breast

• Other spiritual treatments

-4

~‘~Mrii...Somegooc~
and sornenot
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Few of the respondents voluntarily recalled oral rehydration therapy as a
treatment they knew of or used for diarrhoea; however, when
questioned, some mothers remembered having heard of these therapies.
Few mothers had a sound awareness of how to correctly prepare a
sugar-salt mixture. It was clear that people had a misconception of the
role of ORT. No respondent recognized it as a means of restoring body
fluids. Rather, it was perceived to be a medicine to cure diarrhoea.

Defining Priorily Messages

Data from the field, experience from elsewhere, and Ministry of Health
and WHO guidelines provided WEFH with extensive information with
which to make decisions about the focus of its educational campaign.

Villagers had described many practices that were medically sound (such
as the use of home fluids) to prevent dehydration. They also described
some practices that were generally not supported by the medkal
profession. Thus a major consideration for WEFH was whether or not
the messages should actively discourage the negative practices, or
merely ignore them in the hope that such practices would give way to
positive behaviour as a result of the messages.

WEFH decided to avoid attacking negative practices and thereby
arousing feelings that might interfere with learning. Instead they elected
to concentrate their efforts on reinforcing the positive practices.
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To help define priority messages the M&E Unit assessed possible
5 prevention strategies and barriers to their implementation. A summary
5 of this assessment is given on the following page. Villagers were aware: of some of the practices promoted by extension services to prevent

diarrhoea. For example, they were often encouraged to cover food and
5 to reheat leftovers before eating. The respondents, however, pointed out

that there were shortcomings to such a practice and that, in the absence
of refrigeration, covered food spoils quickly. Boiling water from tradi-

S tional sources was also recognized as a possible preventive measure but,

as the women pointed out, their heavy workload did not leave them ~
• either the time or the energy to do it. Furthermore, the scarcity of fuel
5 increased the cost of boiling water.
S

• (~~uthink boiling wa1~\
is a good idea, you collect

~the~~woodl.

S
1

S
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PREVENTION STRATEGIES
AND BARRIERS TO THEIR IMPLEMENTATION

Barrier(s):

2. Strategy:

Barrier(s):

Rating:

3. Strategy:
Barrier(s):

Rating:

4. Strategy:
Barrier(s):

Rating:

5. Strategy:

Barrier(s):

Rating:

6. Strategy:

Barrier(s):

Rating:

7. Strategy:

Barrier(s):

Rating:

Eatmoderatelyto avoidovereating.

Requires self-discipline.

Easy.

Limit thediet to avoidunaccustomedfoods.

Theremaybeno choiceabouttheavailability
of foods.

Difficult.

Drink pumpwater.

Thepumpmaybefar away. Tariff mustbepaid.

Easy for those with handpumpnearbyandthe
ability to paytariff. Difficult for others.

Boil waterfrom non-pumpsources.

Boiling consumestime, energyandfirewood.

Very dificult.

Storewaterin clean,coveredcontainers.

Takesa little extraeffort to keepcontainers
clean. A covermustbemade.

Very easy.

Avoid otherdiseases.

Numerousotherdiseasescauseassociated
diarrhoea. Thesearehardto avoid.
Very difficult.

w
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1. Strategy: Coverfood, heatleftover foodandwash
vegetablesto avoidbador contaminatedfood.

Coveredfoodwill spoil quickly. Reheatingand
washingaddto theworkload.

Rating: Moderatelydifficult.



Breakthefaecal-oraltransmissionroute.
Povertyandenvironmentprovidenumerous
sourcesof contamination.

Very difficult.

Bury faecesto avoidfly contamination.

Duringthedry seasonthegroundbecomestoo
hardto dig with a hoe.

Difficult.

Defaecatefar from thehouse.
Commonbeliefthatchildren’sfaecesarenot
harmful. In crowdedareastheremaybe no
room.

Moderately easy in most circumstances.

Trim a child’s fingernailsto overcome
accumulationof dirt.

Local belief states thatchildrenwill become
thievesasa result.

Easy.

Washpots, utensils and bowls before and after
use.

Soapis rarely availablein thehome. Local belief
suggeststhatbowlsshouldnotbewashedafter
eveningmeaL

Easy.

Keepinfantson matsor otherprotectionto
preventthemfrom eatingsand.
Infantsarenaturallycurious. Childrenareleft
with sitters. Localbeliefconsidersit normal
for childrento eatsand.
Difficult.
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8. Strategy:
Barrier(s):

Rating:

9. Strategy:
Barrier(s):

Rating:

10. Strategy:

Barrier(s):

Rating:

11. Strategy:

Barrier(s):

Rating:

12. Strategy:

Barrier(s):

Rating:

13. Strategy:

Barrier(s):

Rating:
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It was evident that WEFH would have to avoid repeating the same tired
messages imploring villagers to be clean and hygienic. Furthermore,
WEFH’s analysis of possible prevention strategies suggested that —

although the ideal solutions for reducing the incidence of diarrhoea
would be breaking the faecal-oral transmission cycle and burying faeces

— in reality, there was little likelihood of this happening.

The data from the investigation were presented at a two-day consultation
workshop. In keeping with WEFH’s interagency approach, national and
regional representatives from collaborating agencies were invited to
analyze WEFH’s draft technical content in comparison to medical advice
and national programmes. With the support of the various agencies, a
four message approach was adopted for the 1 988/1 989 annual
campaign on diarrhoea:

• signs of dehydration and the self-limiting nature of most bouts

of diarrhoea;

• a “fluids first” approach by villagers at the first signs of
diarrhoea;

• continued breast-feeding; and,

• the stimulation of demand for the ORS sachets.

w
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The emphasis was on simple, rational and practical messages;5 reinforcing the positive, rather than attacking the negative aspects of
village practices; and, supporting strategies promoted by the Ministry of

Health — a key collaborating agency.

The last step in defining priority messages was the production of a
5 technical manual. This captured the main points of the message design
S process, and served as the first consultation document for negotiating: agreement on the messages to be included in the campaign among the
5 partner and national agencies. Once finished, this manual became the
S campaign “bible”, setting out the messages to be communicated through

various materials and media at each stage in the communication chain.: It also served as a teaching tool for fieldworker training and helped
S ensure message consistency among a disparate group of fieldworkers
S with different backgrounds and levels of training. It was the authoritative

textbook covering all possible information on the topic and it consisted
S solely of those points agreed on as part of the campaign messages.

Using this as a guide, fieldworkers were expected
to “unlearn” some of their previous technical

S training (the recommendation about boiling water,

for instance) and, in some cases, to learn more up-
to-date technical knowledge.

• ~w, according~

manual, we should he...

S
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DIARRHOEA AND DEHYDRATION

Diarrhoeacancausedehydration.

Dehydrationis thelossof bodywater.

DEHYDRATION CAN KILL YOUR CHILD

TREAT DEHYDRATION BY:

• giving plentyof homefluids

• giving your child good cleanfood to eat

• giving thebabybreastmilk to drink
• giving Oral RehydrationSolution

DRINK! DRINK! DRINK!

ORS is usedto treatDEHYDRATION andnot to stopdiarrhoea.

ORS is betterthanotherpurchasedmedications.

ORS is availablein themarketsandat healthclinics.

Continuegiving ORSuntifi thesignsof dehydrationhave
disappearedandthediarrhoeahasstopped

•~,,pr1nk1ngpumpwater • Burying your faeces

•7~overingyour food • Burying the faecesof
your children

Cleaningandcovering • Washingyourhands
yourwaterpotsafter
using the toilet

• Washingyour handsbeforepreparingfood

• Washingyour handsandyourchild’s hands

beforeeating
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I wonc~erwhat
they want now~

Educational Design

The next step was to plan the educational
methods and the materials to be used in teaching
people at various levels.

This process was carried out in reverse order,
starting with designing the village education
programme, then developing the methods and
materials for training CWOs and fieldworkers.
This ensured that the methods and materials
selected were tailored to the needs and
circumstances of those at the top of the communication ladder — the
villagers. It also helped to ensure that a consistent set of methods and
materials was used at different levels, and that trainees at one level were
taught with the same methods and materials they were later expected to
use in training people at the next level. During the 1988 campaign, the
following methods and materials were designed for the village education
programme conducted by CWOs.

Topic Method Material
Dehydration picture/discussion picture book
andTreatment song modelsong
ORS demonstration demonstrationmaterials
Preparation picture/discussion

song
picture book
modelsong

Diarrhoea: drama modeldrama
Causesand picture/discussion picture book

Prevention song modelsong
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The subject matter was first broken down into a number of subtopics,
each intended as the basis for a single lesson. A teaching order was
established based on the principle of teaching the most important content
first.

The choice of methods and materials involved a number of conside-
rations:

• appropriateness to the subject matter (for example, teaching
a skill such as ORS preparation required a demonstration);

• appropriateness to the primary audience — the villagers;

• appropriateness to the teachers (CWOs), that is, simple and
manageable “teacher-proof” methods and materials (not
necessarily the best possible methods and materials but those
best suited to the capabilities of the teachers);

• appropriateness to WEFH’s interactive, learner-centred
educational approach; and,

• use of a multi-media approach, repeating messages using
different methods and materials to teach each topic, each one
reinforcing the others.

Songs, drama and pictures were chosen to suit the village audience and
the primary teaching force, the CWOs, both largely illiterate and apt to
rely on oral media for communication. In 1990, WEFH introduced radio
as a primary teaching medium at the village level. Radio served as a
source of information and as a means of focussing a group discussion,
which took place after the radio programme.
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Material Production
S

Material production usually started with one or two in-house workshops
involving the staff of the two WEFH units and, in some cases, other WUP

S staff. After a brainstorming session on contents and design of materials,

the task of producing a first draft was assigned to one of the two units.
Drafts were circulated for comment before finalization. Some of the

S materials, including CWO training manuals, cassette programmes and

picture books, were tested in the field in a trial training course before a
final draft was produced.

S
The cassette programme used in CWO training was originally designed

S to introduce only one of the three campaign topics — the causes and

: prevention of diarrhoea. The idea was to produce a drama that would
arouse interest in the topic, spark an effective discussion and ensure that

S the same technical content was taught at each of the training courses.
The success with this medium in one of the preliminary training courses

5 prompted WEFH to extend the cassette programme to another campaign
S topic — the signs and management of diarrhoea. The initial experience

also demonstrated that the cassette could help teach model songs; as a
result, songs were added on all three campaign topics.

S
S
S
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WEFH Materials

TITLE TARGET GROUP FUNCTION

TechnicalManual Fieldworkers Referenceguideto
RegionalandDistrict themessagesand
Heads technicalcontent

Introduction to the
standardtechnical
contentfor CWO5
andfocus for group
discussion

Pictorial guideto the
educationalmessages
for usewhen teaching
communitymembers

It was also decided to introduce discussion at intervals throughout the
drama. Instead of one discussion at the end 0f the drama, the narrator
told CWO groups to stop at strategic points in the programme to discuss
the issues raised. This helped to avoid long sessions of uninterrupted
listening and made it easier for CWOs to focus on specific aspects of
each topic.

w
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District Training
Teams

CWO Training
Manual

Logistics

Manualfor CWO
Training

Cassette
Programmes

PictureBook

Detailedguide to
conductingtheCWO
trainingworkshops

Guideto logistical
requirementsfor each
CWO trainingcourse

Logistics,Programme
andCatchmentArea
Coordinators

CWO GroupTrainers

CWO5
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The programmes were produced by GBC and WEFH staff using a simple
recording approach. Programmes were recorded:

: •

: • using a Uher recorder and a single microphone; and,

s • item-by-item, taking breaks after each item to re-record

(where necessary) or to prepare for the next item.

Editing facilities were not available but the item-by-item approach
5 produced an acceptable quality for training purposes. Narration, rather
S than music, was used as the link between scenes. The narration allowed

for extra emphasis to make sure everyone understood what had
happened, and was a useful way of introducing the discussion sessions.

: A model script provided a basic plot and structure. Actors improvised
S suitable dialogue within the basic parameters of the story line, technical

content and time limits. The dramas were recorded in each of the local
languages. As a result of the improvisation, the dramas could reflect the

S local culture, using metaphors, activities, jokes and other instances of
local colour. Technical content, however, was sacred. Every effort was
made to adhere to the agreed messages. The actors — WEFH staff and

S fieldworkers — were briefed on the technical content prior to recording
and programmes were vetted for accuracy of information.

5 Developing educational materials for use at the village level presented a
S greater challenge. Illiteracy was a major problem, yet WEFH had to
S ensure that the CWOs would be able to remember and effectively put
S . . . .

5 across the campaign messages during their village education sessions.
A set of loose-leaf flipchart-sized pictures was used in the first pilot

5 project, not as the primary teaching medium but as a reinforcement and
S . r . . .

review or the main points introduced through discussion. In the second
S pilot, pictures were abandoned; drama was used instead as the codi-
S fication medium.
S
S
S
S
S
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When drama proved to be a relatively difficult medium for fieldworkers
teaching on their own, pictures were revived as part of the WEFH
teaching methodology. A series of pictures on the role of the CWO had
been developed as an aid to their training. This pictorial guide, called
the Community Water Organizers’ Manual, also served as a teaching
aid at community meetings. The pictures served as starting points for
discussions conducted in small groups, and were the primary medium
for introducing technical content. The pictures were no longer flipchart-
sized. Instead, a set of small pictures stapled into a booklet was used.
This had the advantage of giving CWOsa set of pictures to remind them
of tasks and technical points on site development — the content of the
first mass campaign. The picture book proved to be a simple medium,
easily manageable by the trainers (and later by the CWOs).

Based on its successful use in the 1988 campaign, it was decided to
develop the visual medium further by designing a picture book for use
specifically by the CWOs. A consultant joined the WEFH team in the
preparatory stages to provide on-the-job training for WEFH’s local
graphic artist, and to assist in producing visual aids to the campaign
messages.

Before artwork could be done, a decision had to be made about the type
of visual aids that would be beneficial to the programme and about the
target audience. Flip charts, posters, photographs and flannel graphs
were difficult to transport, had a short lifespan, and were not easily used
by the village population. It was decided instead to prepare a small
picture book for distribution in large numbers.
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S The book would act as:
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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Although the original idea was to use a comic book format, awareness
of the audience necessitated a change in favour of simplicity. The picture

S book had to deliver its message without text and its presentation had to

be clear to people unaccustomed to using visual aids or books. It was
5 decided that the pictures would be simple, descriptive and sequenced to
S tell a story; there would be only one picture per page and every picture

would reflect the local cultural context.

The picture book went through several drafts and numerous revisions. To
ensure that the correct messages were being transmitted, pretesting

5 exercises were conducted with every group who would ultimately use the: book:
S • government fieldworkers who worked with WEFH and would: use the book in training courses;

: • community representatives — the CWOs — who would
eventually use the book to teach villagers;

S •II • I I• viiiagers (mainiy men) who nod some experience with
5 WEFH’s work; and,

: • villagers (mainly men) who had had little or no contact with
S WEFH’s work.
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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The pretesting determined whether or not villagers:

• understood the message without explanation;

• could see and verbalize the meaning of the picture easily
and quickly;

• could get a story from the sequence; and,

• found the pictures culturally acceptable.

As a result of the pretesting, the sequence of pictures was changed and
the clarity of some pictures improved through enlargement. One
illustration was changed after it was discovered that it gave the
impression that a child with diarrhoea was being given an enema — a
practice that WEFH wished to discourage. Another was revised when it
was discovered that it gave the impression that the child was dead.

A sequence of pictures from the book, called How To Manage
Diarrhoea, is shown on the following page. Although the pretesting had
shown that the picture book was effective without words, simple text
highlighting the topic of each picture was added as an aid to literate
members of the target audience.

The use of the picture book was taken a step further in the 1990 radio
learning group campaign.

CWO’s, give a L~ookto each grou~~
memL~er.Use it:

• to focus cflscussions
• for inc~ivic~ualreac~ing;arlcl

• with other community memL~ers
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Whatyou shoulddo: Breastfeed Drink liquids

w

Child easingin compound Bury faeces
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S The picture book also solved a major problem with the RLG or Radio
S . . .. .

Learning Group meetings by providing a convenient way or circumven-
S ting the literacy constraint. In earlier radio learning group campaigns in

Tanzania and Botswana, printed discussion questions were used by the
RLG leaders. In the WEFH programme a CWO did not have to be

s literate, so there was no guarantee that printed questions could be read
out. The pictures became the cues for discussion.

S
S
S Conclusion
S
S With each successive campaign, the effectiveness of the WEFH pro-

: gramme improved as a result of increasingly rigorous message design.The task of topic investigation was undertaken primarily by the
S Monitoring and Evaluation Unit. This reflected a legitimate concern that: campaign objectives be measurable and likely to result in improved

health. The M&E Unit helped WEFH to move to more sharply focussed
S campaigns with fewer topics and specific messages.
S
S With experience, material production became more focussed. In the

1986 pilot and the 1987/88 campaign, emphasis was placed on
developing manuals to support fieldworker and CWO training activities.

S Less time was spent developing support materials, such as songs and

dramas for use by the CWOsin the villages. By 1988, the format of the
manuals used to support the fieldworker training had been sorted out,

S and greater attention could be paid to designing materials for use in the
villages. The traditional media — particularly songs — were comple-
mented with visual aids and radio programmes. From 1987 on, radio

S played an increasingly important role and, in the 1989/90 campaign,
became the focus for village-level group learning activities.

S
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MASS TRAINING
AND VILLAGE EDUCATION

During the 1989 campaign approximately 100,000 people attended
education sessions in 2,000 pump communities throughout the Iwo
regions. To reach such large numbers of people WEFH conducted —

over a three month period:

By any standards, organizing an education programme on this scale
was a considerable achievement.

In the first Iwo years of operation, WEFH experimented with and
developed its training strategy. In 1986, only 30 fieldworkers and 200
CWOs were trained and, in 1987, 71 fieldworkers and 132 CWOs.

Once a strategy had been worked out and an organizational framework
put in place, WEFH went to a mass scale very rapidly. In 1988, 400
fieldworkers and 3,000 CWOswere trained and, in 1989, the number
of CWOsattending training courses passed the 4,000 mark.

w
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• six courses to train 400 fleldworkers;and,

• 60 coursesto train 4,100CommunityWaterOrganizersat

which theyprovided27,000meals.
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Annual Campaigns

The education programme was delivered in a series of annual cam-

paigns. Each campaign consisted of a two-step process:

• the training of fieldworkers and CWOs; and,
S • village education activities conducted by CWOs and,
S . II I r. II I

occasionaiiy, Dy fleiciworKers.
S .

The campaigns were short; they were held during the optimal season of
the year — the post-Harmattan dry season (February to April) — when

S villagers were least busy.
S

• While the actual campaign took only four or five months, preparatory
activities such as planning, message design, material production,

• training, support and supervision, and evaluation kept staff busy the

other half of the year. Thus the annual cycle of events was comprised of
• the preparatory phase and the actual campaign period.

: Each campaign served a number of functions. The basic purpose was to
S teach villagers specific water and health messages aimed at improving

their knowledge and skills and, ultimately, their health. At the same time,
each campaign served as an operational laboratory through which:

: • methods, materials and strategies were tested and developed;
5 • the skills, knowledge and experience of network personnel at
5 different levels were built up; and,

• the delivery system built up its planning and organizational
5 capacity.

: Each campaign not only provided a short-term benefit in relation to the
• project’s aims but also the long-term benefit of strengthening the

water/health education system.
S
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Topic Research
and

Consultation
May—July

Planning for
Next Campaign

June

Support and
Supervision
April—June

Message
Design
August

is a logical process~

You start here a,icI work
~~your way aro~~~)

Material
Production
Sept.—Nov.

Fieldworker
Training

December

Training
Trainers
January

Village Education Mass CWO
and Community Training

Action February—April
March—June
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Choice of Field Educator
S

Who was to teach the villagers about water and health?
What cadre or combination o cadres could do the 10

s and satisfy the project’s aim of reaching out to a mass
audience scattered across 2,600 communities? These were

some of the most crucial issues in the WEFH programme.

The initial pilot worked with extension workers from three
S different departments — Community Development,

Environmental Health and Home Extension of the Ministry of Agriculture.
5 The pilot showed that there were not enough fieldworkers for a large-
S scale programme, even if other departments were drawn in. Distribution

of fieldworkers was also a problem; only the field staff of Environmental
Health had systematic coverage, with at least one health inspector

S assigned to each zone. Staff in the other departments were concentrated

in a few towns and large villages. Without transport it was difficult to
get to the large network of pump communities. Fieldworkers could visit

S each village only at intervals and, with no funds to support an overnight
stay in the village, fieldworkers’ visits were usually quick in-and-out trips
with only enough time for a community meeting. As a result, follow-up

S work involving visits to individual compounds to reinforce messages and
support action was rarely carried out.

The alternative was to identify resources within the community. WEFH
• decided to experiment with the concept of a community-based
5 paraprofessional:
S

• someone resident in the community;
• • not employed by government;

• chosen by the community;
S • given basic training;

: • assigned a set of practical and manageable tasks; and,
S • working on a voluntary basis.
S
S
S
S
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Using community-basedparaprofessionals was
expectedto haveanumberof advantages:

• mass coverage— selectingaparaprofessionalfor eachpump
would ensurethat all pumpcommunitieswerecovered;

• continuity— a community-basedvolunteerwould be able
to carryout regularandsystematicfollowup;

• accountability— communitieshadlimited controlover
fleidworkerswho wereaccountableto their employer(the
government)and not to thecommunity. Theparaprofes-
sionalchosenby — andamemberof — thecommunitywas
responsibleto thecominunftyandexpectedto respondto

their issuesandconcerns;

• communityparticipation— oneof WUP’sobjectiveswasto
involvevifiagersIn managingtheir own watersupplies.

Usinga volunteerfrom within thecommunityto organl2e
thewater/healtheducationprogrammewasonewayof
ensuringthis objective;and,

7
• peercommunication— governmentfleldworkersoften

talkeddownto vifiagers,usingInappropriatejargonand
concepts. CommunIty.based volunteers,on theotherhand,
talkedasequalswith fellow villagers andweremorelikely

to useconceptsandvocabularysuitedto their audience.

Community-based volunteers had been used successfully in primary
health care and literacy programmes in other parts of Ghana and in
other developing countries. It was felt a similar approach could be used
for the WEFH programme. Unlike the multi-faceted and time-consuming
job of a Village Health Worker, the water/health education job was seen
as much simpler and less time-consuming.

w
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The job could be carried out on a casual part-time basis, thus avoiding

the thorny issue of compensation, which had proven to be a difficult one
s for the primary health care programme. A Village Health Worker was

expected to be on duty each day. The water/health educator would not
5 have this daily obligation, fitting the work into a regular round of
S activities in the village instead. A female community-based worker, while

drawing her own water at the pump, could use the opportunity for
5 informal education on water-related health issues, for example.

The second pilot programme tested the feasibility of using community-
S based paraprofessionals. On the whole the participants proved capable

of managing this teaching job. Based on this success, WEFH made a
major shift in its strategy, dropping fieldworkers as its primary teaching

S force and concentrating instead on the development of village-based

:
This coincided with efforts to integrate two different projects operating
within WUP — WEFH’s group extension programme and RWSU’s

S training programme for hand pump caretakers. The newly created

cadre, the Community Water Organizers, absorbed the two job
5 descriptions — the pump-related duties of the hand pump caretaker
5 and water/health education. RWSU’s strategy of selecting one male
S I r I r I • I Iana one remaie C\A/O i-or eacn pump community was aiso aaopte

This satisfied WEFH’s basic principle on women’s participation.
S CWOsselected had to be:
S I’m friericlly.

• respected bythecommunity;: • active and involved in community life;
S • mature and responsible;
S

• cooperative and friendly;

: • willing to be a volunteer; and,
S • able to spare enough time for the job.
S
S
S
S
S
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Literacy was not a requirement, given the low levels of literacy in the
Upper Regions. Dropping a literacy requirement was not a handicap in
the first two mass campaigns in 1988 and 1989, during which
messages were simple and pictures took the place of words. In later
campaigns, however, as WEFH moved into more complex issues,
adopted more distance teaching approaches, scaled down its face-to-
face CWO training programme and depended more on radio, literacy
skills became an asset to the programme. In the 1990 radio learning
group campaign, a literate assistant was recruited for each group,
largely to perform the task of completing a report form on the RLG
meeting.

Training the Community Water Organizers

The cycle of annual campaigns involved continual

training. Each year fieldworkers and Community
Water Organizers attended short, manageable
training sessions and were then assigned a
number of practical tasks such as conducting a
series of educational meetings. The following
year, they were given additional things to learn —

both technical content and teaching methods. This
allowed skills, knowledge and self-confidence to
build up gradually over a period of time.

Being able to train the Community Water Organizers effectively was
pivotal to WEFH’s educational strategy. Their training had to be both
knowledge- and skill-based; CWOshad to understand the content of
the educational messages and be able to teach that content to others.
At each of the 60 training courses in 1989 there were approximately 70
CWOs. Training this number of people was a major challenge.
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All training was done in an informal, relaxed atmosphere; activities took5 place outside and in small groups. Training was interactive, with trainers

s working in pairs and asking participants open-ended questions. That

: way, everyone got an opportunity to share their thoughts, ideas and
personal experiences. Community-building activities were interspersed

s throughout the day, allowing participants to feel at ease and promoting

a “we” feeling. These activities usually consisted of composing and
singing action songs.
CWOs were grouped by geographical area so that they could get to

S know each other better, work together and form strong teaching teams at

: the village level.

Each learning event at CWO training lasted approximately 1 to 1 1/2
hours, and the format changed so that CWOs were kept motivated and

S interested. The same messages were delivered and reinforced through a

variety of media. Usually an initial discussion took place to ensure each
participant was involved and felt part of the group. A picture book,

S developed specifically for the illiterate, was used to demonstrate the
S I • I I • I I. I I • I

5 tecnnicai content. CWOs men practisea teacning eacn omer using me
picture book. They received feedback from each other and the trainers

: as they taught.
5 Discussion was at the heart of the WEFH teaching methodology. This

involved participation and interaction, the key learning principles of the
s WEFH programme. Through discussion, participants had an oppor-: tunity to express themselves, learn from each other and develop their

own ideas.
S
S
S
S
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Using questions to facilitate discussion was a new
skill for most fieldworkers and CWOs.
Fieldworkers were conditioned by their own
education and training to give long talks; they
rarely involved their audiences, apart from a few
questions invited at the end of a talk. The focus
was on the information to be communicated rather
than on the concerns or problems of the villagers.
Villagers were expected to sit back and listen
passively, rather than become involved in the
learning process. Discussion turned this methodo-
logy on its head, making the villagers — not the
teacher — the central focus of the learning process.

Many fieldworkers found that discussion improved their teaching. An
active village audience, stimulated by questions, meant a more dynamic
and effective educational meeting. A few fieldworkers, however, found
it difficult to use the new methodology. Lacking the confidence or skill to

draw out ideas from the villagers, they fell back on telling their audience
what they should know.

Based on this experience with fieldworkers, WEFH introduced a
simplified approach to discussion. Instead of expecting the CWOs to
produce their own questions, WEFH built the discussion process around
one or two basic questions used with a set of pictures:

• What do you see in the picture?

• What does it mean to you?

CWOs found this teaching methodology relatively easy Jo manage and
quickly developed confidence in using it to stimulate discussion and
participation.
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During the 1990 campaign, WEFH decided to deepen CWO skills in
discussion leadership by adding a few questions: What does this mean

S for our village? What are some of the problems and their causes? How

: can we improve things or take action? The aim was to move from a
S generalized “textbook” understanding of a specific health or water topic
S to a discussion of the relevance of the issue to the learning group’s own
S situation.
S

Songs were used in every phase of the WEFH programme as a maior
S tool for teaching the basic messages. Villagers were accustomed to

5 message songs and had little problem improvising new words to existing: tunes. In almost every village gathering there were two or three people
s with this improvisational skill. Once they took the lead, especially in call

and response songs, other villagers quickly joined in.

Songs were used in the WEFH teaching strategy as a reinforcing
medium rather than as the primary teaching tool. The content was first

s introduced through a picture-discussion, drama-discussion or

demonstration; then, the basic message was reinforced with a song.
5 Songs also served, with the pictures, as a way of circumventing the
s literacy constraints. Songs were a good memory device, the lyrics

helping C’WOs remember basic messages.

The songs also served a community-building, inspirational function.
Group singing, often combined with dancing, built up the group spirit of

S the CWOsand added a lot of enjoyment.
S
S During the first mass campaign in 1 988, it was realized that not all

CWOs were natural songmakers, though a large percentage were
proficient at it. It was also learned that some of the songs improvised by

S
S
S
S
S
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CWOscontained contradictory or irrelevant messages. To get around
these problems, the idea of “model songs” was introduced during the
second mass campaign in 1 989. A number of model songs were
designed beforehand and introduced at the CWO training. This helped
less confident groups get started and guaranteed the integrity of the
message.

Throughout the training, trainers modelled the teaching activities
required of the CWOs. The training occurred at two levels — technical
content and teaching skills. The technical content was learnt through the
CWOs’ own medium of songs (which were easily remembered), through
the picture book (which was taken home as a memory aid) and later
through cassette programmes. Demonstrations and practice ensured the
CWOsknew how to do it correctly. They learned both the content and
teaching methods by teaching each other, using the picture book and
ORS demonstrations.

All CWO training sessions included an opening and closing ceremony
presided over by a local chief or elder. In some instances, a senior
government official such as the Regional or District Secretary officiated.
This helped to legitimize the training at the local level and many of the
training sessions became community events. Sometimes local people
came to watch and participate.

Some
occasions were

very specL~l.
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At long last!! Our battle
against the three D’s
(diarrhoea, dehydration, and
death) is over victoriously, and
the hand pump communities shall
be free!

There occurred an exciting and
glorious moments during the CWOs
mass training in the Bolgatanga
and Bongo Districts.

Most of our nights at the
training grounds throughout the
catchments were very
entertaining. There were films
shown by WHIP. In the absence
of films, CWOssang and danced.
However, at Feo Namoe, Sherigu,
Zoko and Sirigu women groups
from these mentioned catchment
areas entertained CWOs by
singing and dancing to midnight!
(voluntarily).

On May 2nd, which was closing
day at Sherigu a large group of
women “The Ananore” approached
the training centre singing
happily. The leader of the
group on arrival claimed they
came to entertain their CWOsand
host them back.

We hardly finished greeting the
first group when two other
groups arrived for the same
purpose. All these groups were
in their various ceremonial
uniforms.

JUNE 1989

Since lessons were in session,
we advised them to sit under
trees. The CWO’s were in small
groups under different trees.

Soon J. K. Wuminaya the
programme manager of URADEPand
one of his officers, Roy Ayariga
the regional co—ordinator of
GLOBAL 2000 programmes, were
there to perform the closing
ceremonies. It was chaired by
the Sherigu Chief.

Apart from the Co—operative
Farmers’ Union members, who came
to witness the closing ceremony,
there were elders also from all
sections.

During the closing ceremony,
women’s groups, and CWOs took
turns to sing and dance to
entertain guests of honour. The
crowd that day could be compared
to Bolgatanga market in full
session.

One would pause to think about
the role of these elders,
chiefs, women’s groups,
dignitaries etc. in WHIP. We
count on their assistance to the
CWOs.

All were privileged to have
these dignitaries participate
in various ways. THANK YOU!

the ~UMPNewsletter
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THOUSANDS GREET CWOs
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The Village Education Sessions

The last session of the CWO’s training focussed on planning for their
return to the communities and on considering problems that they might
encounter. CWOs helped each other with solutions based on their own
individual experiences. Some of the problems related by CWOs
included:

ri most cases the
solution was to get the

help of the chief.

w
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• villagers who thoughtCWOswerepaidand should
thereforedo all thework themselves,Includingpump
sitedevelopment;

• tariff — alwaysabig concern. Peoplefelt the CWO was
taking money,sinceuseof pumpshadbeenhitherto
free.Therewereoftencomplaintsandarguments
aboutwhatconstitutedafair levy for familiesor
individuals;

• how to handlecomplaintsat thepumpsite;

• how to makehomevisits andbeacceptedby
communitymembers;

• how to handleavariety of conificts like jealousies,
family disputesandpolitics; and,

• how to win overpeoplewho wereunwilling to attend
meetings.

It was sometimesnecessaryto ensurethat the CWOs did

not useforce to carry out their duties. In oneinstance,an

overzealousCWO “beat up” a community member for
refusing to pay tariff. In another incident, a CWO was

extremelyrude to avillager who refusedto usethepump.
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S WOMEN AND WATER

: In northernGhana,womenaretheprimary carriersandusers
5 of water. They arethe traditional guardiansof family health;
5 theyteachsanitation,hygieneanddiseasepreventionto their
S families andIn their communities.
S
S Womenmakethedecisionsaboutthesourceof water,how and

in what quantity it will be usedandstored. Yetwomen’swork
5 in carrying water andmaintaining sanitationfacilities is not

: perceivedashavingeconomicvalue.

TheWaterUtilization Projectaimedto Improve theproductive
5 capacityof all people in the region. But a clean, reliable

S sourceof water was seenas savingwomentime andenergy
S

which could beusedfor moreproductiveactivities.

The 2,650 handpumpsinstalledprovidedonepump for every
S 400 rural residents,with about60 percent living within 800

: metresof apump. A surveyof 360 womenconductedin 1984
showedthat handpump userstravelledabout700 metresless

S eachtime they went for water in the dry seasonthan those
S5 without accessto a pump.

S
Despite the important role they played in water use, women

S were largely excluded, in the early years, from village
S5 educationactivities, andfrom the Water UsersCommittees

5 establishedto develop and maintain pump sites. During the: early years of the project, the committeeswere made up

5 mostly of chiefsandelders;only menwereappointedashand

S pumpcaretakers;only oneVifiage EducationWorkerin 10 was

awoman.

S
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During the secondphaseof the Water Utilization Project,
WEFH placedspecial emphasison involving women at all
levels of the project. WEFH’s objectivesstatedthat women
shouldbe Involved in theprogramin equalnumberswith men
and that newhealthknowledgeshouldbedirectedspecifically
at women. Femalefleidworkers gavethe programmetheir
supportbut it wasstifi difficult to recruit women as trainers.
The need for travel to attendtraining sessions,aswell as
traditional attitudesaboutwomen’s roles, restricted their
participation.

To ensurethe Involvementof womenat the local level, it was
specifiedthat one of the two CWOs from eachpumpsite must
be a woman. WEFH has been successfulin reachingand
Involving women In this way. It was initially thought that
women would not be able to leavehome to come to CWO
training sessionsbecausethis would take time away from
domesticduties. Many fearedthat womenwould not speak
outat trainingandthat,when theyreturnedhome,theywould
not lead educationmeetingsor receivesupport from the
community. All thesefearswereunfounded.

Four thousandCWOs were trainedin 1990, 49 percentof them
women. The women are becomingmore confident and are
more likely to speakout during training sessions. Mixed
teamsappearto work well, with men and women sharing
tasksandlabour. Womenare respectedin their communities
and are effective educators(particularly of other women)
accordingto WEFH staff.

A man involved In communitydevelopmentsummedit up by
saying, “I never thought it would work. Putting women in
leadershiproles went againsttradition, but it has worked.

Now women are more involved in the community and we
know it canwork.”
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When CWOsreturned home from training they were expected to:
S
S • report to the chief and elders;
S
s • organize village education meetings;
S

• carry out home visits and calibrate calabashes;: • meet with women’s groups;

S • give advice on preparing ORS;

5 • meet with other CWOs; and,
S .

• coordinate pump care, site development and tariff education.
S

The teamwork between the Iwo CWOs in a pump community, and
S among a number of CWOsliving in the same area, proved to be an

important form of mutual support. CWOshelped and encouraged each
other, often worked together to run village education meetings, and held

S their own local planning and education meetings. The collective

approach gave the work a certain legitimacy, bolstered the confidence of
the CWOs and helped to make village education meetings more

S effective. The educational dramas used in village meetings required a

group of actors. Not every CWO was skilled or confident in leading the
S songs or group discussion; working as a team made it easier to manage
S the different teaching methods and present an impressive teaching front: to the community.
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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S
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S
S
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Organizing Mass Training

The key to the successful organization of mass training events was
recognizing that:

1
Standardizationof

FormatandContent

WEF separated the overall training target into district and sub-district
targets, and created an organizational framework that shifted
responsibility for conducting the training courses to the district level. For
the WEFH team, campaign organization became a management task
that involved:

• deciding WHAT HAS TO BE DONE;

• deciding WHO WILL DO IT;

• training THEM TO DO THE ASSIGNED JOB; and,

• providing SUPPORT AND SUPERVISION TO ENSURE
THE JOB IS DONEWELL.

w
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A “staged” training approach was taken. WEFH trained District Training: Teams; they in turn trained CWOs; the CWOs subsequently conducted
S the community education sessions.

S
S
S

: At each level, participants were taught the content of the campaign, their
S job and how to train the level above.
S
S Training for all groups — fieldworkers, trainers and CWOs— was

standardized. The messages used for each group were always the
same. The intention was to ensure that the same sharply-focussed

S message was taught throughout the system. To achieve this stan-
dardization, manuals were developed for fieldworkers and trainers.

S
At training sessions for trainers, participants were given manuals that

S outlined procedures and schedules for the CWO training; they practiced

teaching each other to make sure they were clear on content, method-
ology and timing of activities.

S
The CWO training timetable was predetermined; each training team

5 followed the same schedule and sequence of activities. At CWO: training sessions in the East and West, similar activities occurred at the
same time. To ensure this occurred, WEFH counterparts and advisors

5 attended training sessions. With few exceptions, the timetable was
S II I I I • I • IIaanerea to. As a resuit, mere was consistency; eacn CWO receivea me

S
S
S
S
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same message using the same methodology; and, evaluation of CWOs
became possible, thus providing WEFH feedback about messages which
needed to be repeated or revised.

Four hundred fieldworkers were trained to provide support and super-
vision to the CWOs. Their training covered the technical content of the
mass campaign so that they were always clear on the messages.
Trainers were chosen from among the fieldworkers to carry out the
training of CWOs. The chosen trainers were fieldworkers who showed
the most promise. They had good leadership skills, were outgoing, and
were committed to the training and the programme. The majority of
trainers were men because the training involved travel and nights away
from home, and women tended to be tied to the home front because of
small children.

Each district had a training team of ten to 1 2 people. In the project area,
there were 11 District Teams with a total of 1 32 trainers (trained by
WEFH staff and counterparts). Training was based on the principles that
adults learn best:

• in an environment that provides for trust and freedom

from threat;

• when content is relevant to participants’ experience

and concerns;

• when novel information is presented using a variety of
sensory modes, with enough variations and repetitions; and,

• through Iwo-way communications which emphasize talking
and self-reflection on the part of the student, and listening
and reflection on the part of the teacher.
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The training teams had their own management structure. Each team
selected their own leader, known as the Programme Coordinator.

S In addition there was a Logistics Coordinator and a Catchment Area

Coordinator. These people, and the team as a whole, were supported
and supervised by a member of the WEFH staff. The Programme

S Coordinator organized all team meetings and made sure someone was

in charge of each aspect of the training events: registration, opening and
5 closing ceremonies, teaching sessions, and warm-up activities. It was
S the Programme Coordinator’s responsibility to see to it that training: courses went smoothly and ran on time, that training material and

equipment was in order and stored securely.
S

Instructional manuals were prepared for the Programme and Logistics
Coordinators. These manuals included job descriptions and outlined

S
responsibilities.

S The Programme, Logistics, and Catchment Area coordinators worked

s together to foster cooperation and mutual support among all those

working on the courses. Despite the fact that they were a diverse groupthat included trainers, local fieldworkers, drivers, cooks and other local
S helpers, and despite the heavy demands on all those involved, the

: training went smoothly; there were few mishaps and conflicts.

S •..i . . r .me Logishcs or Mass Training

S ..The logistics involved in carrying out the mass campaign were extremely
difficult; they required a great amount of time and energy to organize,

monitor and follow up. Detailed planning was required to provide
meals for 4,000 CWOs at 60 different locations.

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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A detailed plan and manual was designed as a guide to this crucial
aspect of the campaign. It covered:

• the purchase, storage and distribution of food, materials and
equipment;

• transportation management;

• food management at the training courses;

• advance preparation of each training site; and,

• financial accounting.

Advance preparation was essential. The Catchment Area Coordinator
was responsible for consulting the chief, village development committee,
Committees for the Defence of the Revolution or CDRs, women’s groups
and other local leaders about the upcoming training courses; inviting
them to opening and closing ceremonies; and, contributing to local
logistical preparations.

The training site selected had to include:

• enough space to accommodate participants;

• a locked storage room;

• trees for shading small group activities;

• a central location within walking distance of CWOs; and,

• access to water from a hand pump.

One senior cook and three assistants had to be hired for each training
course. Training teams had the option of selecting a permanent mobile
group of cooks, or a senior cook who would accompany the team to

each training course. The cooks had to be briefed on menus, meal
times, advance preparations and the importance of hygiene.
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: Physical preparations included:
S • weedingsitesto drive awaysnakesor scorpions;

: • cleaningrooms,anddesignatingmaleandfemaledormitories;
• siting akitchenareaat adistancefrom thetrainingareato

minimize interference;

• collectingtables,benchesandchairs(borrowedfrom churches,

schoolsor otherpublic facilities);
• constructingbathhouses;and,

S • cleaningtoilets.
S

That’s a hea~loa~utTh\
S with acleoLuate planning.
• I think I can manage.

Proper control and management of food was monitored by the Logistics
5 Coordinator and the Catchment Area Coordinator to prevent waste and
S pilferage. Food was issued to the cooks meal-by-meal and menus for
S I •. I • I I

eacn training course were arawn up in aavance. Fooa store inventories
were kept during and after each course. Large quantities of bulk food

S was purchased by WEFH staff in November and December prior to the

: mass campaign. It was stored (in advisors’ garages) and transported in
case lots to each training site the day before the course began. All

perishable food (including meat and vegetables) was purchased at the
training site on the market day before training.

S
S
S
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Vehicles had to be organized for each training team and made available

The Logistics Coordinator was given a budget to cover local purchases

including bread, meat, vegetables, firewood, grinding, kerosene and
cooks’ salaries; signed receipts for this money; and, accounted for it
using the form provided.

Summary

Experience in how to organize a mass campaign was gained through
successive campaigns. During the 1 987 pilot project, there were
approximately 200 CWOs. A variety of topics were taught, including
pump site development, causes of diarrhoea and measurement of SSM.

From that experience WEFH learned that CWOs could not cope with too
many subjects at one time, and that it was not realistic to conduct the

training in English using an interpreter. Clearly, future training had to be
done in the local languages. This decision — and the fact that WEFH

planned to reach every pump community by educating one man and

one woman per pump site — meant that a new approach had to be

w
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• conveyingtrainersto thetrainingsite;
• transportingfoodandequipmentto the site;
• transportingbenches and tables to the site;

• maldnglocal purchases(meat,vegetables,firewood);and,

[~J • conveyingdignitariesto openingand closingceremonies.
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found. The mass training target meant that large numbers of field-
workers were involved to cope with the training. It also meant that these

S fieldworkers had to be trained to do the job.
S
5 During the 1989 campaign, two CWOs from each pump site were

invit to e training sessions, increasing t e tota num er o CWOs

s trained to approximately 4,000. A sharply focussed message was
5 taught and content was reduced to one subject area; the CWOswere

given the task of mobilizing their communities to clean and develop their
s pg the following year’s campaign, messages were again sharply
S focussed and concise. They were repeated and reinforced using a

variety of methods. As well, new methods were introduced to help
S standardize teaching throughout the training courses, and more

emphasis was placed on CWOsas educators. In fact, their role evolved
5 from mobilizing people for specific work to that of educating and
S instructing. Logistics were greatly improved through better organization

and planning, and a more effective CWO supervision network was
created.

S
5 However, the logistics of organizing so many training courses was still a

S heavy burden. Preparing training centres and food, distributing training

: materials, and providing the necessary support and supervision to the
training teams required considerable effort and time; moreover, there

S were the problems of transportation.

S To ease the burden during the 1 990 campaign, changes were made to

both the logistical and training structures. In order to lighten the
5 logistical load, it was decided to contract out all the meals to local cooks.
S WEFH would not be responsible for the bulk purchase, storage or: transportation of foodstuffs to training sites. Training sessions were

reorganized from one Iwo-day session to two one-day sessions. This
5 meant it was only necessary to provide breakfast and lunch; moreover,
S
S
S
S
S
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CWOs did not have to spend any nights away from home, a problem
for many of them (particularly the women). The training teams’ load was
also lightened as they, too, did not have to spend as many nights away
from home. This allowed more women to join the training teams.

The changes in the training structure meant that CWOshad one day of
instruction and practice. They then returned home to lead Radio
Learning Groups. They facilitated discussions with the help of the radio
and a picture book. Approximately six weeks later, they returned for
another day of face-to-face training. They were given an opportunity to
discuss the work they had done and get support, encouragement and
solutions for problems. They then returned to lead two more radio
learning group meetings. Half-day debriefing meetings were held
following these sessions. This way, improvement in follow-up and
support was built into the training methodology.
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THE INTERAGENCY NETWORK
S

WEFH could not have mobilized and trained 4,000 CWOsalone. As a: unit, it simply did not have enough people to provide the mass training
or do the work involved in preparing material and follow-up support.

5 The mass campaigns were possible because other extension agencies in

the regions provided support and committed resources to the WEFH
S programme.
S
S It has been no small achievement to obtain this interagency cooperation.

Although earlier project planning reviews had urged that WUP adopt an
interagency approach, few attempts were made to do so until 1986. A

S major criticism in the 1 984 Project Evaluation was “the single sector
approach which neglected other departments or agencies with health

5 mandates”. WUP had tried to organize that education programme in a
s vacuum, and without a great deal of success.
S
S In 1986, there was a radical change in strategy. It was evident from the

first pilot campaign that WEFH needed additional personpower to
5 provide the mass education expected of it. A concerted effort was made
S to get the support and collaboration of extension agencies operating in

the Upper Regions. During its four-year implementation period, WEFH
was able to develop an organizational network which, by the start of the

5 1989 campaign, was well established and working efficiently. The term

‘Water Health Integrated Programme” (WHIP) was coined to describe
the network and interagency collaboration.

S _________
5 (~Whip”— Water: Health Integrated

F’rog ram

S
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The Network

By 1989, 23 agencies had agreed to work with WEFH and to commit
resources to the programme, mainly in the form of personnel but also
transportation during the campaign period.

The network had two broad functions: the logistical organization and
management of campaign events, and the implementation and
supervision of the education and training content of the WEFH
programme. Departments jointly organized their fieldworkers to
respond to these needs.

__________ NGOs~

/~
Community

Development
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The network was based on a division of labour. WEFH provided the
“prototype” — a set of messages, educational materials, recruitment and

S supervision manuals, training course design and logistical plan — and

trained people (fieldworkers, trainers, programme and logistics
coordinators) to use this prototype. Each district team then implemented

S the prototype — a process of recruitment, training and support/super-
vision — within their own district.

At the district level, the network was organized as follows:

District PlanningTeam

I Fieldworkers I
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S ____ _____

CWO Supportand
Supervision

S

S CWO training courses were run at the local level, with the campaign

: organization based on district administrative boundaries. The local
course venues made it easier for CWOs to get to the events and

5 simplified the logistical organization of the courses. To facilitate follow-
S . . . .. .up support by the fieldworkers, districts were divided into catchment
5 areas”.
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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Each district planning team decided how many catchment areas it would
have. Bolgatanga, Bawku and Wa had 1 2 areas; Navrongo and

Sandema had five. Tumu and Lawra District Planning Teams divided
their districts into six and 11 catchment areas. The number of catchment
areas and CWOsper district determined the number of training teams.
Districts such as Bolgatanga had two training teams while smaller
districts (Tumu, for example) had only one.

CWOswere grouped into geographically-based clusters of three to five
pumps, in order to encourage mutual support and teamwork among the
CWOs, and to make regular follow-up support by fieldworkers easier.
To encourage the latter, training teams appointed a district supervisor
and each CWO cluster nominated its own representative as a contact
person; this person acted as the first point of contact for the district
supervisors. Dealing with a smaller number of contact persons simplified
supervision.

WEFH continued to take responsibility for a number of specialized tasks

— topic research, message/educational design, material production,
training of trainers and evaluation — best done by a small, centralized
team of people. It was very much the driving force in the network.

Ideally, the general planning and management of the annual campaign
would have been done by the Regional Advisory Committees and
coordinated by WEFH. However, this had not been foreseen in the
original project plan and neither CIDA, GWSC nor the line agencies
pushed for this group to have more than an advisory role. The Regional
Advisory Committees met infrequently and only at the request of WEFH.
(These meetings allowed WEFH to keep regional department heads
informed; they also gave department heads an opportunity to officially
endorse their staff’s involvement.) As a result, the Regional Advisory
Committees were the weakest part of the network.
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Part Membership

WEFH Canadianadvisors
andGhanaian
counterparts

Functions and Tasks

• overall coordinationof
programmes

• facilitation of communi-
cation throughout
network

• monitoring and evaluation

• productionof miiterials

• coordinationof the
training programme

REGIONAL
ADVISORY
COMMITtEES

Regionaldepartment
headsof agencies
direction making up
WHIP

• providingadviceon policy
andprogramme

• consultationon
deploymentof
departmentalstaff

• somemonitoringand
problem-solving

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

NETWORK FUNCTIONS AND TASKS

S
S
S
S
S
S
S

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

S
S
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FIELD
WORKERS

Extensionworkers
from WEFH’s partner

• interagencycoordination
at district level

• planningdistrict level
implementationof annual
campaign

• organizingfleidworker
training

• selectionandmanagement
of district training teams

• logistics

• coordinatingand
monitoringfield support
activities

• identification,analysis
andcommunicationof
district needsto WEFH

• supportof CWOs and
contactpersonsin their
areaagenciesin WHIP

• attendingannualtraining
coursein theirarea

TRAINING
TEAMS

Most skilled field
workersselectedby
WEFHandDPTs
to form training team

• running theCWO training
coursesIn their area

CATCHMENT
AREA CO-
ORDINATORS

Fieldworkers
recruitedby
District Teams

• coordinatingthe field
supportin acatchment
area

• liaisonbetweenthosein
thecatchment,andthe
DPTandWEFH

w
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• coordinatingthe field
supportin adistrict

• facilitating thework of the
District PlanningTeam

• liaison betweenWEFHand
theDPT,andbetween
fleldworkers,contact
personsandCWOs

• coordinatingwith CACs on
catchmentareaproblems

• communicationtasks
associatedwith annual
campaign

• coordinatingacluster
groupof CWOs

• supportingCWOs in the
group

• liaison betweenCWOs,DS5
andCACs

• mobilizing theCWOsfor
theannualtrainingcourse

• performingCWO task

• educatingandmobilizing
at thevillage level in
accordancewith tasks
designatedin anygiven
year’seducational
campaign

• coordinatingpump site
maintenance

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

DISTRICT
SUPERVISOR
(DS)

A particularlyactive
fieldworker recruited
by WEFH

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

CONTACT
PERSON

COMMUNITY
WATER
ORGANIZER
(CwO)

CWO selectedby a
clustergroupof
CWO5

Oneman,onewoman
selectedby each
pumpcommunity
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Building the Network

The interagency network evolved over a four-year period. Relationships
were formalized once it was recognized that, not only could WEFH not
run an extensive education programme alone, but many other depart-
ments had mandates for water and health education, and for village
development.

During the first pilot, WEFH carried out virtually all of the operational
tasks itself, involving extension agencies only as sources of fieldworkers
for village-level teaching. WEFH did the planning, designed the
materials, conducted the training, organized the logistics and followed
the fieldworkers into the field to observe, supervise and support them.

In evaluating this pilot, WEFH decided it needed to increase the
involvement of the partner agencies in planning and managing future
projects. WEFH felt that, in a true partnership, each agency would con-
tribute resources, have an equal say in decision-making and share
equally in the benefits. Full participation in the planning and manage-
ment would produce a better plan and strengthen agency commitment to
the programme. WEFH hoped participants would regard the pro-
gramme as their own, and keep it going once WUP was phased out and
Canadian resources withdrawn.

During the 1987 pilot campaign, WEFH began to implement this new
policy by:

• organizing a planning workshop for regional and district
staff prior to the start of the project;

• conducting a series of regular planning and monitoring
meetings with regional and district staff;

• running a trainer training course for district heads and more
experienced fieldworkers;

• involving the district heads and senior fieldworkers as co-
trainers in training workshops for CWOs; and,

• assigning logistical responsibilities at the training workshops
to district heads.
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Later, expansion into a mass programme necessitated the transfer of

5 even more responsibility to the partner agencies, especially at the district
S and subdistrict levels. WEFH could no longer be directly involved in all

the training; they delegated this and other field tasks to teams of district
5 heads and fieldworkers in each district.

: At this point, the groups of district heads that had operated on an
S informal basis during the second pilot were formally established as

district planning teams, each with its own management, tasks and

• responsibilities. These teams took responsibility for all operations carried

5 out within the district — zoning the district into catchment areas, briefing

the fieldworkers, selecting trainers, organizing C’vVO recruitment, setting
• up logistics for training courses, managing those courses, and carrying

S out field support and supervision.
S
5 WEFH’s role shifted from a hands-on to an indirect one: setting up,
S .r. . . .

briering and working through the district teams, and coordinating the
whole exercise. WEFH staff met with each team on a regular basis,
carried out joint planning, provided manuals to guide activities and

monitored operations. Programme delivery was gradually decentralized,
increasing the autonomy and responsibilities of individuals and organi-

5 zational units lower down the network.
S

Training and supervision were the main activities delegated to the distrIct
teams. This was a gradual process. During the pilot programme, all the

S face-to-face training was done by one or two individuals. In 1 987, most

of the fieldworker training was done by the Canadian advisors; by
1988-89, it was done by the WEFH counterparts and, in 1990, by

S members of the district planning teams and the district supervisors.

Similarly, the control of supervision was gradually delegated from the
WEFH Unit, through the districts, to the catchment area level. This was

S made possible through the identification of talented individuals who

could be nurtured and gradually given greater responsibility.

S
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With each campaign there were increasingly realistic expectations of the
various units and individuals. This was particularly apparent in the
support and supervision programme. After the first mass campaign, it

was expected that support and supervision would be handled by the
fieldworkers. For various reasons this proved to be unrealistic and a
new approach based on the idea of cluster groups was developed.

The initiative for this gradual decentralization came from the WEFH Unit,
and evolved through a number of formal and informal processes. The

use of interagency workshops to promote a decentralized operation was
crucial. Equally important was setting clearly defined tasks that were
within the capabilities of individuals working at different levels of the

organizational hierarchy.

Informal processes were equally important in establishing and maintain-
ing the network. Social contacts with key individuals; taking an interest in

their agendas; and, arranging meetings with individuals and groups

during field trips to their areas helped to maintain morale and motiva-
tion. The Tumu District, for instance, was initially one of the weakest;

however, Tumu is on the route between Wa and Bolgatanga so that it
was possible for a member of WEFH in Wa travelling to Bolgatanga to

arrange a meeting with the Tumu District Team.

This eventually
L7ecame one of the

strongest teams.
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The decentralized approach gave the partner agencies at the district and
5 subdistrict levels a substantial role. They developed a certain amount of

S ownership in the programme and commitment to its objectives. In con-

trast, there was no comparable set of functions at the regional level. WEFH
monopolized the centralized tasks, including the planning of the annual

S campaign. Regional heads met two or three times a year to review

: plans or progress on the annual campaign but there was limited scope
5 for changing or altering those plans. They were often consulted too late
S in the process to make a real contribution and, in effect, merely rubber-

stamped plans devised by WEFH. They had little opportunity to place

their own messages on the agenda and, as a result, were not very commit-

S ted to the programme, which they regarded as a GWSC/WUP project.
S
S This was most apparent in the cases of two district supervisors. Success-

ful negotiations with the departments for which they worked were

5 conducted at the regional and district levels. Both were seconded to the
S programme for three days a week; both reported problems with their

departments concerning receipt of usual benefits. When WEFH followed

S
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The quality of the district teamsvaried. Bolgatanga,becauseof its

proximity to the WEFH office, receivedregular support and informa-

tion. However, its real strengthcame from the strong leadershipof

four individuals: the District Health Superintendent,the District Head

of Women FarmersExtension, theOfficer-in-Chargeof RWSU, and an
RWSU mechanic. They hadbeenassociatedwith theWEFH programme

sinceits startandhadprovidedcontinuity in a teamwheretherehad

been turnover due to departmentaltransfers. Over time they had

developedthe confidenceto challengeplanning decisionsmadeby

WEFH and take initiatives to improve campaignorganizationin their

own district.



up with department heads, it found no problem had been reported.
It appeared that those department heads felt they had to conform when
approached by WEFH — a high-profile outfit with backing from the
government and regional administration — but, in private, still felt that
WHIP work was an extra load imposed upon them.

WEFH’s aim to develop a partnership of equals was not fully achieved
within the first four years. WEFH played the dominant role, setting the
agenda and strategies while the other agencies danced to their tune.

Support and Supervision

During the 1987 campaign, the fieldworkers’ role was defined as one of
support and supervision. They were to provide this as part of their
regular departmental duties. Many of them visited the field on a regular
basis; as a result, they were asked to help the CWOs with village
education meetings, encouraging them and assisting them with
problems. A form was designed for them to provide feedback.

During the 1988 campaign, a system of contact persons was devised. It
was felt that what was really needed was someone at the village level
who could provide on-site support. All CWO clusters had someone
amongst them who had leadership skills and could be looked to for help
and advice. At the mass training, CWOs were asked to select one
person to assume this role.

Each district had one supervisor equipped with a motorcycle. The
supervisors were strong, responsible fieldworkers, who spent half their
time on WEFH activities. They visited each CWO once every three
months and the contact person on a more regular basis. The district
supervisors were responsible for training the contact persons to assist
them with their role.
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This system of support for the CWOs was a great improvement. It

resulted in consistent feedback and follow-up, and less dependence on
S outside support.

5 Ingredients for Success
S
5 Even though WEFH’s aim to develop a partnership of equals was not: fully achieved, organizationally the network was effective. To a large
S extent this was because of the strong leadership provided by WEFH, but
S other important factors were:
S
S • clear lines of communication;

: clearly defined functional levels;

: • specific individual job descriptions; and,

: • follow-up support and supervision.
WEFH provided the leadership for each of the campaigns. It was

S
5 responsible for:

: • planning, designing and managing the water/health
5 education programme;
S . .

5 • coordinating and leading an interagency effort; and,: • carrying out specialized tasks, including topic research,
5 educational design, material production and trainer training.
S

Communication within the network at the higher levels was mostly
S organized by WEFH. Decisions taken at the regional level concerning

WHIP were communicated to the district level by WEFH. The
5 programme did not figure highly in departmental communiques.
S Regional heads allowed WEFH to use their personnel at the district level

but considered it WEFH’s responsibility to inform them.

S
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I HELLOI
~~iere’s a messagej

At the lower levels, communication was more informal.
Passing information by word of mouth — the bush
telegraph — usually worked well. A catchment area

coordinator or a contact person could organize a
A ~ meeting of CWOs with no more than a day’s notice.

This also worked in the opposite direction. Reporting of
pump faults improved because of the network. Often,

j information was passed from CWOs to contact persons
through catchment area coordinators or other field-

‘~C~J-.~workers to district supervisors and then to the RWSU.

Duplicated letters produced in the WEFH office were used to inform
participants about training courses. These letters had to be sent far
enough in advance to give people time to prepare, but not so much so
that they forgot about them. They had, therefore, to be distributed
quickly. Delivery was coordinated by the district supervisors who passed
the letters through many different channels, from direct handover to
sending them with somebody’s uncle’s brother who was travelling in the
right direction. Invitation letters — sometimes more than 100 — were
often delivered to a catchment within a day. The 80 percent attendance
at 1988 and 1989 training courses showed that the system worked.

Setting clearly defined tasks and achievable goals for individuals within
the network was also important. Individual and team tasks were
documented and manuals made available to all. Events were organized
by those in the best position to do so. Training helped to ensure a high
standard of accomplishment. District teams and training teams grew in
confidence and took on more responsibility.
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While each annual campaign had a definite beginning and end, the
5 support and supervision programme was ongoing. The needs of this
S programme led to the creation, within the fieldworker cadre, of district: supervisors and catchment area coordinators who, as a result of decen-
5 tralization, handled many of the tasks associated with the annual

campaign (even though these were originally geared to field support).

WEFH provided the district supervisors with motorbikes. All weredepartmental fieldworkers, but they had been identified as particularly
S able and were nurtured over time to take on additional responsibilities.

They were one of the most important elements in the network, galva-
nizing and acting as catalysts for most of the other units at the district

S
S
S
S
5
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A commonsystemfor passingletterswas throughthenetwork of local

marketsandmarket lorries. Usually this worked remarkablywell but

sometimesthe system brokedown. In onecase,a letterwas senton a

market lorry to a catchmentareacoordinatoraskinghim to organize

the local CWOs for a debriefing meeting. When the letter arrived, the
catchmentareacoordinatorwas not at home. Someonepassedthe

letter on to anothermemberof thesamedepartment.This personwas

not familiar with the programmebut wantedto dealwith the request.

Unfortunately,he readCOWs insteadof CWOs. Whenthe training team

arrived a few dayslater, they met a lively group of cattle owners

expectingto havetheir animalsimmunizedinsteadof a group of CWOs

reportingon progress.



level. To a lesser extent, the catchment area coordinators performed the
same important function at their level.

Benefits and Future Developments

There were obvious benefits in this interagency collaboration. For the
villagers, for example, there was a reduction in the number of conflicting
extension messages. The instances of two agencies visiting the same
village in the same week with different water/health messages were
fewer. The improved communication at the grassroots level allowed the
design of more appropriate programmes that met the villagers’ needs.
The presence of trained CWOs in the villages meant there was effective
reinforcement of any message delivered.

Those working within the network benefitted mainly through the training
they received. Many used their improved educational skills in other
areas of their work. Those given increasing responsibility and leader-
ship roles benefitted through greater self-confidence.

Undoubtedly WUP benefitted most from the network. Other departments
with a water/health mandate also benefitted, of course, but this was only
a part of their agenda while it constituted the whole of WUP’s.

Other departments could have derived further benefits but this did not
happen. The network was not used for programmes other than water
health. The agencies worked together on water health but not on other
primary health care programmes. Two departments may not have visited
the same village in the same week with the same message, but there was
certainly more than one department working in the same village on
different agendas.
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The system for interagency collaboration on all aspects of primary health
care, managed through the Ministry of Health, was weak. It was possible
for WEFH to use its network to develop this system as well as to cover its
own narrower agenda. However, this happened only in Lawra district
where the WHIP district planning team became a sub-group of the
District Health Management Team.

Such developments were important to the partner agencies’ perception
of the network. They saw it as WUP’s network, responsible for WUP’s
agenda. Their support and commitment to the programme was a
guarantee of its success and future sustainability.
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RADIO SUPPORT
The value of using radio as part of WUP’s educational strategy had long
been recognized. The planning mission in 1982 recommended the use
of this medium but, since the only production facilities at that time were
located in Accra, the recommendation was not followed up. That situ-
ation changed, however, when the Ghana Broadcasting Corporation’s
URA Radio station was opened in Bolgatanga in 1986.

The potential of the regional radio station was recognized by the Review
and Redesign Mission in 1986, when they suggested that a radio-sup-
ported education campaign might be a major component of the educa-
tion programme. This suggestion was supported by a study, in early
1987, on the feasibility of organizing a radio learning group (RLG)
campaign.

Preparations for a pilot RLG campaign started in 1987 but the pilot was
not implemented. It coincided with the heavy workload of the first mass
CWO training programme. Problems were also encountered in
designing appropriate study materials for the group meetings. At the
time, the rate of illiteracy among CWOs had not been thoroughly
studied by WEFH, and it was assumed that they would be able to use a
printed study guide. This was not the case as more than 80 percent of

the CWOs registering in the 1988 campaign were illiterate.
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Instead, it was decided to develop radio support as a year-round activity
rather than limiting its use to a short-term campaign. At the time there

5 was considerable discussion within WEFH about how radio should be
5 used. Some members of the project argued against an RLG approach

on the grounds that it would not promote behaviour change. However,
this argument overlooked the strength of group learning and the fact that

S WEFH was building a cadre of CWOswhose role could be reinforced

by a radio-assisted learning programme.

Although the postponement of the RLG pilot caused some disappointmentwithin CIDA, it gave WEFH an opportunity to test, refine and develop
5 various components of an RLG campaign approach. The postponement
S enabled WEFH to:

S

• strengthen its working relationship
with URA Radio;

: • rethink the design of the RLG learning
package; and,

: • further develop the field organization and
5 — CWO network.

It also gave the WEFH team time to build up expertise and confidence in
5 organizing mass training programmes.
S
• Plans for an RLG campaign were postponed again in the 1988-89
S season because of delays in the purchase and delivery of radio sets and

continuing discussions with URA Radio. However, the use of cassettes as
a teaching medium was tried in the CWO training courses, and the

S resulting programmes of songs and drama served as material for a
series of radio programmes. Collaboration with URA Radio on the
production of the cassettes helped to strengthen the working relationship,
and gave a better idea of their production capacity and work

S constraints.
S
S
S
S
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The Radio Unit

By 1989, it had become evident that if WEFH was to capitalize on the
presence of the regional radio station, it would need additional —
expertise. The existing WEFH staff had little time to develop or coordi- 5

i. i • i i., r •i.. i 5nate raaio proauction, ana URA Raaios raciiities ana personpower 5

resources were limited. 5
S

The appointment of a full-time Radio and Materials Production Advisor
in 1989 meant that a fresh look could be taken at how radio might be
us to support t e ucation programme. A er iscussion wi WEFH
and URA Radio, it was decided that a three-pronged approach would S
be taken using:

• peak time radio spots; ( (((
• weekly half-hour programmes; and,

• a radio learning group campaign.
S

The RLG campaign was scheduled to start in February 1990. To make
this possible, additional resources had to be developed. A first priority
was to strengthen working relationships with URA Radio. This was
achieved through frequent contact between the broadcast group and the
advisor, and by establishing a set of mutual goals. The Radio Unit
supplied URA Radio with broadcast material and assisted with technical
support, including desperately needed batteries, tapes and transport.
In return, URA Radio — despite stretched resources — gave its support
in preparing and packaging training tapes, and broadcasting radio
programmes.

Additional personpower was created by selecting and training 12 radio
production trainees from among the WEFH counterparts, fieldworkers
and trainers. Two people were selected for each of the six local
languages. Those selected had to be completely bilingual in one of the
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broadcast languages and English. The trainees also had to be familiar
with the Water Utilization Project and WEFH.

S
Training was based on learning-by-doing and included voicing,

5 researching, scripting, interviewing, recording, editing and packaging: programmes. The training involved three days of orientation and
technical training in Bolgatanga with the advisor and URA Radio staff,

5 followed by three days of fieldwork and material collection in the area

where the trainees’ first language was spoken. During the initial
training, trainees met and worked with URA Radio’s specialists working

: in the same languages. Through their training they became familiar with
the demands and constraints of radio-assisted learning.

S .

All trainees received the same six days of one-on-one training over a
S two-month period. Running the initial training for three days and

fieldwork for three days allowed the Radio Advisor a day or so eachweek to change locations and trainees. The equipment used consisted of

S eight cassette recorders, two microphones for each recorder and two
reel-to-reel portable tape machines with microphones. Constraints
caused by shortages of equipment, materials and transportation, how-

S ever, placed some limits on the training activities.
S
S Programme material was collected in the six main languages of the

regions — Dagaare, Kusaal, Gurune, Sisaala, Buli and Kasem. While
broadcasting in six languages was a challenge that complicated pro-

• gramming, it was an efficient and effective way to provide people with

: information in their mother tongue.

Some of the material gathered during the field training became part of
URA Radio’s regular radio programming; other material was used in

S sample tapes of radio learning group programmes prepared for field-

worker and CWO training. Each radio trainee worked half the week
gathering material for radio programmes and half the week at regular

S duties.
S
S
S
S
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The creation of a network of part-time broadcasters based in each of the
different language areas strengthened the broadcasting potential of
WUP, especially given the transportation constraints faced by GBC staff.
These broadcasters can serve as local correspondents, collecting material
and, in effect, extending the programming potential of URA Radio.

As a result of their involvement in the programme, the trainees learned
mass communication skills that were useful in their regular work. This
kind of experience also opened up new career possibilities for some of the
radio workers and gave them the skills to train others in mass communi-
cation techniques. The project benefitted by having its message delivered
to thousands of groups and individuals across the Upper Regions.

The use of radio was seen as strengthening the village education pro-
gramme by delivering a quality message directly to villagers, providing
a focus for a sustained educational process, reducing the teaching load
of CWOs and helping legitimize both the messages and the CWOs. The
logistics involved in the mass training in both 1988 and 1989 had been
a heavy burden. WEFH was concerned about the costs involved and the
long-term organizational capacity to maintain such an approach. Radio-
assisted learning was seen as one way of reducing the logistics of
organizing a mass campaign and, at the same time, continuing to reach
large numbers of people with a high quality message.
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: RADIO LEARNING GROUPS: A BRIEF HISTORY
The Radio LearningGroup campaignis a modificationof a well-tried edu-
catlonalmethodfirst developedandusedin Canada.FarmForum,which ran

from 1942 to 1962 in rural areas,andCitizensForum, from 1944 to 1962 forurbanresidents,bothdealtwith awide rangeof topicsandranyear-round.

S This methodwasso successfulthat severaldevelopingcountriestook up the
S Ideain the 1950sand 1960s. A large-scaleprojectwascarriedout In India In
5 1962. Ghanawasthe first countryin Africa to usethis methodwhentheRadio
S FarmForumcampaignon agriculturaldevelopmentran In 1964, reaching60: organizedgroups.

The Farm Forumapproachhasbeenpopularwith broadcastersand is still
S usedIn manycountriestoday.

In the 1970s,Tanzaniaand Botswanamodified this approachanddeveloped
5 a campaignformat dealingwith a single issueover a short periodof time.

The campaignsin thesecountriesfocussedprimarily on topics of major
national importance,including political andcivic education,health, and
changesin nationalpolicies.

TanzaniaandBotswanaarguedthat ayear-roundcontinuousprogrammewas
not suitablefor their audiences,givenseasonalvariationsin farming and
other activities. A short-termcampaignwas easierto organizeand would
attracta largeraudience,programmerssuggested.Manypeoplewhocould not
takepart In an ongoingprogrammedid participateIn theseshorter cam-
paigns. The“Man is Health” campaignin Tanzaniareached75,000groups.

Typically, the Radio LearningGroupcampaignapproachIs a programmeof
educationalmeetings,conductedover severalweeks,on a topic of major
Importance. Information is conveyedto alargenumberof peoplethrougha
centrally-producedpackageof learningmaterialsIncluding radio programmes

5 andstudy guides. Listenersmeetin locally organizedradio learning groups,
underthe guidanceof a trainedgroup leader,to discusstheissueshighlighted
andformulateanactionplan.

This type of educationalprogrammeusesmassmediato extendaneducational
resourceto awidely-scatteredpopulationwhile allowing this largeaudienceto
discusstheideasandinformationpresentedin asmallgroupsetting. This, in
turn, allowsparticipantsto developaprocessfor local problem-solvingand
collectiveaction.

S
S
S
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In effect the CWO network was a ready-made network of RLG leaders.
The CWOs were the organizing focus for the radio learning groups.
The two CWOs in each pump community provided the leadership neces-
sary to bring group members together and facilitate the RLG meetings.

In Tanzania and Botswana, radio learning group campaigns have lasted
five weeks or longer, with two programmes a week. This model was
unworkable in the Upper Regions. There was not enough radio time
available to broadcast in the six languages of the regions over such a
long period. Given this constraint, WEFH’s radio learning group
campaign consisted of two two-week series in each language aimed at
reinforcing the mass training sessions. For example, in Sisaala two
programmes were broadcast in February on the role of the CWO and
on diarrhoea; this was followed by a further two programmes in April
on guinea worm and tariff. All RLGs heard the same four programmes
in their own language — a total of 24 programmes in all. The pro-
grammes were heard on URA Radio from 7:10 to 7:30, Monday to
Saturday evenings, during February and April; programmes were
broadcast in one of the six languages on the same evening each week.

The same basic format was used for the radio learning group pro-
grammes in each language. A typical radio learning programme
included:

• a scripted introduction;

• the radio learning group theme song;

• an interview with a mother who had experienced the
problems of looking after two children ill with diarrhoea
at the same time;

• a song on guinea worm prevention;

• an interview with a man who had had guinea worm; and,

• a scripted closing.
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Other programmes contained short dramas, no more than 1 5 minutes in
length, on such topics as the importance of paying tariff. Songs in the
local languages were used, along with music played on local instru-
ments. In interviews, the radio workers were encouraged to seek out
interviewees whose personal experiences were relevant to their listeners.
One interview was held with a mother whose children were infected with
guinea worm; it was hoped that this type of interview might provide
ideas and information more significant to the audience than the experi-
ences of a research scientist, for example.
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The dramaspreparedfor the RLG programmesalso workedin getting

WEFH’s messagesacrossto other audiences. Many of the fleldworkers

andtrainers were talentedactorsskillful in creatingtension-filled and

entertainingplots.

During training, two Sisaala-speaking specialists with the Radio Unit

were called upon to stagea dramafor 3,000 peopleon the subject of

tariff. With the help of three other trainers, the two radio specialists
put on the samedramaheardin the RLG broadcasts. The audience

included people involved in the National SupplementaryFeeding

Project, the government’sSecretaryfor Health (who travelledfrom

Accra) andthenationalDirectorof Nutrition. To addto thepressureof

performing live, thedeputyRegionalSecretaryfor theUpperWestand
theSecretaryof theDistrict Assemblywerealsoin the audience,along

with chiefsfrom all partsof theregion.

They demonstrated,in severalhighly emotional scenes,that while

savinga few Cedisby not paying tariff, peoplemight be risking their

health. Many in theaudiencewere in tears. The showwas a tremen-

doussuccess.
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The programmes strived to be timely; as a result, material was not
collected too far in advance. Topical references to current events were
included. The stories and interviews were judged on their journalistic
merit based on the criteria that they dealt with:

• someone,

• doing something,

• for a purpose.

Much of the recording was done in the field — a drama set at a pump
site was recorded on site; songs were recorded at CWO training
sessions, where people were less inhibited than they would be in their
own communities.

Programmes in the radio learning group series were used to state
problems, not to solve them. The aim was to stimulate discussion and
feedback, and to formulate positive action among group members.

w
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Radio Learning Group Theme Song

Radio LearningGrouppeoplecomeout,
RadioLearningGrouppeoplecomeout.
Comeoutandlisten to themessage.
Themessageshelpus in ourwork
andpromotegood health.

Let uskeepthemessagesin our minds

but alsolet us spreadthemessageso
othersmaybenefit.

Let us listen to themessages

And let us think aboutwhatwe hear
on the radio.

RadioLearningGrouppeoplecomeout,
RadioLearningGrouppeoplecomeout.
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When they were not collecting material for the RLG programmes, the

radio workers produced a weekly programme on GBC, supplied raw
5 material to GBC staff, and provided regular announcements and: messages. In this way, the project was able to make use of radio

throughout the year and not just during the relatively short radio learning
S group campaign.
S

5 RIG Formation and Operation
S

After the first training course, CWOsreturned to their own villages and
organized community meetings to explain the idea of the Radio Learning

S Group and to ask for the community’s support. They then went around

the community, inviting representatives from each household to join the
5 group. By involving someone from each household, information and
s ideas discussed at the RLG meeting would be transmitted to each of the

families in the pump community. An effort was also made to ensure that
both men and women participated in each group. While gender-

S specific groups are seen as the norm in this rural society, Ghanaian staff

argued that the issues discussed affected both men and women equally.

Each CWO was encouraged to form a group of about 20 people — the
ideal size for a group discussion. In larger groups, few members would

S have a chance to talk and the RLG leader would have difficulty leading

the discussion. This policy of limiting the size of RLG membership was
5 not accepted in all communities; in a few places, the entire community
S insisted on attending the meetings despite attempts by the CWO to limit

: group size.

: In total, 5,000 groups of 20 were formed, involving 100,000 listeners —

5 one of the largest radio learning group campaigns ever attempted.
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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After forming the group, the CWO invited group members to attend the
series of weekly RLG meetings. These evening meetings were conducted
in the village meetingplace or at the CWO’s home. Benches and lanterns
were set up beforehand by the CWO, with the help of RLG members.
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S The broadcast time, and therefore the starting time for RLG meetings,

was 19:10 — the time made available for the RLG campaign by URA
5 Radio, and recommended as an ideal meeting time by CWOs and

: fieldworkers. This broadcast time was popular with most groups; how-ever, for some it conflicted with meal times. Some female CWOs failed
5 to organize RLG meetings because of this conflict. Other options, such

as an additional broadcast period late in the afternoon, may need to beconsidered in future.

: As a result of the general interest in the programmes, GBC repeated
S both series twice after the initial broadcast. The repeat broadcasts

helped groups who missed a programme.
RLG meetings are conventional in format:

S • a group of people meet around a radio;
S

• the radio serves as a gathering device, source of information
5 and stimulus for discussion;
S
S • after the broadcast, group members review printed materials
S (in this case, a picture book);
S
S • they discuss the issues presented and agree on action; and,
S
5 • they write a report on the meeting.
S
5 Discussion at the end of the radio programme worked very well in most

cases; they were lively, effective and seemed to get started without
difficulty. RLG members were able to make a link between the radio

s programme and some of their own problems and issues in the village.

However, some CWOs found it difficult to initiate a discussion and group
5 members left soon after the end of the radio programme.
S More emphasis will be placed on this crucial learning and decision-

making component of the RLG meeting in future CWO training.

S
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The picture books proved difficult to use in the evenings. Even with
several lanterns it was hard for group members to see the pictures and
use them as a learning tool. Some CWOs, recognizing this as a
problem, organized supplementary meetings during the day and used
the picture books then as an effective form of review.

The RLG Report Forms proved to be a successful idea despite the low
level of literacy among CWOs. Each CWO was able to find a literate
assistant to help complete the form; many of the reports were expressive,
thoughtful and carefully completed. They provided a tremendous source
of data for the RLG evaluation, as well as identifying a number of issues
for follow-up radio programmes.
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The first RIG programmefor theUpperWestwasdisruptedby a sudden

rainstormat the start of the broadcast. Insteadof scattering,theRLG

memberstook cover in the local plto bar to continue listening to the

programme. The other patronsof thebar alsobecameinvolved in the

programme and soon 40 people were having an animated discussion

abouttherole of theCWO. Thediscussionfinally concludedfour hours

afterthebroadcast.
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Radio Dish-ibution

: Few people owned a radio in the Upper Regions and, clearly, radio-
S assisted learning could not work unless the people had access to radios.

To overcome this problem WUP purchased over 5,000 radios. These
were distributed to CWOs and fieldworkers for use during the radio

S learning group campaign.
S
S The question of whether radios should be issued on a permanent or: temporary basis was discussed extensively. Selling the radios would

reduce project costs; as well, radios would remain in the villages.
S
S
S
S
S
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Listen, discuss,plan and act are the four steps that make the RLGs
work. Thirty-six hoursafter the first RIG programmewas broadcast,
one pumpcommunity had already done the planning and were ready
for action.

Two Kasem-speakingspecialistsandtheRadio ProductionAdvisorwere
hurrying to preparesomeinterviews aboutguineaworm. In rushing to
meet their deadline, they had alreadyforgotten the first broadcast
which suggestedthe public help theCWOs maintain a supplyof fresh
waterto thevillages. Ten miles from the interview site, they roundeda
cornerandalmostran into 40 peoplecarrying rocks, digging trenches
andplasteringnewcementoverthehandpumppad.

“What areyou doing outherethis morning?”,theyasked.

“Pump site development— just like we heardon the radio the night
before last. The radio saidthe group shoulddiscussits problemsand
take action. We discussedfixing thecracksin the pump coveringand
putting new rocks all around. We would havedoneit yesterdayright
after thebroadcastbutwe hadto go to town to getcement.”

Sitting in aprominentplaceon top of thepumpweretheradioslent to
the CWOs. GBC’s rural radio servicewas not scheduledto start for
anotherthreehoursbut the radioswere the symbol of the group and
thebadgeof office of theCWOs.



On the other hand, there was no guarantee that all CWOs could afford
to buy radios. In the end it was decided that the radios should be issued
on a temporary basis and a policy to that effect was formulated.

Distribution Policy
1. Theradio is issuedfor communityeducationpurposesrelatedto

theWaterUtilization Project.

2. Thepeoplewho receiveradiosarechosenfrom CommunityWater
Organizers,fieldworkers,trainersandWaterUtilization Project
counterpartswho havesuccessfullycompletedthe training for
Radio LearningGroupleaders.

3. TheWaterUtilization Projectretainsownershipof theradio.
Theproject mayassignradiosto anyof theabove-notedpersons
on behalfof thepumpcommunity.

4. Eachpersonwho hastheloan of aradio mustconductRadio
LearningGroupsessionsin theappropriatelanguagein
accordancewith thebroadcastschedule.

5. Maintenanceof theradio, including replacementof batteries,
is theresponsibilityof therecipient.

6. Rightafter training, theRadioLearning Group leadermustchoose ~

adeputyfrom thepump communitywhowill be responsiblefor
theradio andits intendeduseIn the leader’sabsence.

The radios, along with three batteries, were distributed to CWOsat the
mass training.

While WEFH had developed a radio distribution policy, it did not always
work as planned. The radios proved to be a popular item. WEFH staff
were inundated with requests for radios from many people who had
nothing to do with the WEFH programme — members of the district
planning teams, GBC staff, NGOs and even GWSC watchmen.
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S
One man attending an RLG meeting, however, thanked WEFH staff for

S giving his wife, a CWO, a radio. He told them how proud he was that

his wife had been chosen to work on the programme. The recognition,
he said, had made her an important person in their village.

Summary

S The Radio Learning Group campaign was originally conceived as a

: separate programme, operating independently of the Group Extension
5 Programme. The merits of these two models were debated in the RLG
S Feasibility Study with the aim of assessing which was more viable. After

the Group Extension Programme had been piloted and a first mass
5 programme launched, it became clear that certain aspects of the Group
S Extension Programme could be strengthened by incorporating radio as: part of the teaching strategy. Radio could provide high quality and

consistent information directly to villagers; moreover, the RLG meeting
5 format could be an extension or refinement of the existing educational

meetings conducted under the Group Extension Programme. The RLG

S
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In onelocation, trainerslearnedthat aWUP radiowasbeingofferedfor
sale in the market. A trainer posedasa buyerand sentout word that
he wanted to purchasea radio. He was soonapproachedby a person
offering a radio for saleat aprice threetimeshigherthan thatpaid by
WUP. The traineraskedthe sellerto accompanyhim to pick up money

but insteadtook him to the police station, wherehe was questioned.
The sellertold thepolice hehad receivedtheradio from afieldworker.
The seller washeld in jail for severaldaysand the fleldworker did not

appearagainat trainingsessionsin his district.



format made it possible to create a sustained educational process with a
consistent audience of group members who would be expected to attend
each week.

Combining the two models worked well. Radio made up for some of the
limitations of CWOs conducting village education meetings on their own
and ensured that the correct information reached villagers. In the Group
Extension Programme, information was transferred through a chain of
communication links — WEFH to trainers to CWOsto villagers — and
the message could be diluted or altered in the process.

Although not planned, the delayed startup of the RLG campaign proved
to be an advantage. The Group Extension Programme created the mass
organization needed for the RLG campaign — the most difficult task.
It also provided the skill, training and experience CWOs would need to

run RLG meetings.
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MoNIToRING
AND EVALUATION
The presence of an inhouse Monitoring
and Evaluation Unit has been one of the
strengths of the WUP programme. A steady stream of findings on such
crucial issues as tariff performance, the proportion of women CWOs, the
teaching of SSM, the effectiveness of fieldworker and CWO training,
and pump site development have helped to shape and guide the
education programme.

The overall thrust of the monitoring and evaluation has been to provide
data to help WEFH make decisions on the organization and content of
the education programme. Early on, the M&E Unit introduced an
evaluation planning model.

1. “programmepotential”: assessingthepotentialof a specificstrategy
or approach;

2. “proper recipient identification”: makingclearchoicesaboutthe
targetgroupfor theeducationprogramme;

3. “provider compliance”:testingtheeffectivenessof theprogramme
Implementers— the field workersandCWOs— andthecompetence
andcapacityof eachlink in thecommunicationchainto teachthe
messages;

4. “recipient compliance”:assessingtheimpacton the target
population— thepumpcommunities;and,

5. coverage— determininghow manypeopleandcommunitieswere

reachedusingaparticulareducationstrategy.
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The ev~Iuat,iori moclel
has five featurers.



The evaluation model was the basis for reaching an agreement with
CIDA that the impact of the education programme should be measured
in terms of knowledge gained by the target audience, rather than by
changes in the health status of the general population (which may take
many years to measure).

Assessing the Impact of the 1986 Pilot Campaign

The first major activity of the M&E Unit was the evaluation of the 1986
Pilot Education Campaign. Twenty-five fieldworkers were trained to
teach four specific health messages: causes and prevention of diarrhoea,
preparation of ORT, causes and prevention of malaria, and causes and
prevention of schistosomiasis. At the end of their training they had
several lesson plans at their disposal. Each fieldworker was assigned
four communities and asked to conduct a series of educational meetings
over a 1 3-week period.

The aim of the pilot was to test the “programme potential” of an
approach that utilizes fieldworkers by assessing the learning impact on
the pump communities. The assessment of the knowledge gained was
based on a pre- and post-intervention survey. Pump sites in the pilot
areas — Lawra District, Upper West and Bawku District, Upper East —

were randomly divided into intervention and control locations. The inter-
vention locations were those where fieldworkers conducted educational
meetings. At the control locations, no educational intervention was made.

The evaluation design required that respondents be seen on two

separate occasions, once before the start of education activities and once
afterward. Each respondent provided baseline information before the
campaign. The same questionnaire was administered after the cam-
paign. This allowed the calculation of net differences in a number of
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measurable a~ibutes,while the presence of a control group provided an
s external comparison for estimating changes that occurred independently

of the education intervention.
S

Fieldworkers involved in conducting the community education sessions
collected the data. They were given five days of training in random

S sampling procedures, questionnaire translation, interviewing technques
S and data analysis.
S

The M&E Unit knew that using fieldworkers to collect data evaluating
their own work could lead to a favourable reporting of outcomes. How-

S ever, in a society with a high illiteracy rate, it was largely a question of

using available resources.
S i r. i i- u • i iIn me rinau analyis, 253 responaents (11 6 in me control group ana 1 37

in the intervention group) from 38 pump communities were included in
S the survey.
S

Before the intervention the following observations were made:
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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S
S
S
S
S
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• Oral Rehydration Therapy (ORT): Although 70 percent of
respondents had heard of ORT, only a small number (9.2
percent) realized that it is the preferred method for treating
diarrhoea.

• Diarrhoea: Causes and prevention strategies were well
known by the sample, as was the fact that flies transmit
illness. From this, it was concluded that other barriers besides
lack of understanding must inhibit the use of proper
diarrhoea prevention strategies.

• Malaria: Treatment for malaria was well known (by 75
percent of respondents), but relatively few (38 percent) were
aware of the mosquito’s role in transmitting the disease.
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• Guinea Worm: Few of those interviewed knew about guinea
worm — its causes, treatment and prevention.

• Schistosomiasis: This was the most poorly understood of the
four target diseases in the pilot programme.

After the intervention the data showed thah

• 27 percent of respondents in the intervention group reported

having attended an education session;

• beforehand, respondents were capable — on average —

of providing correct answers to seven of the 15 technical
questions; afterwards respondents in the intervention group
could provide — on average — two to three additional
correct responses; and,

• the intervention group gained more knowledge than the
control group; in fact, they improved their knowledge by
28.3 percent.

In terms of the evaluation technique, problems were
encountered in tracing respondents for the post-
intervention interviews; in fact, 21 7 respondents could
not be traced. This, coupled with the fact that 80
questionnaires were incorrectly completed, meant that
the usable sample was limited to 470 cases. The
relatively small sample led in turn to some problems
with data analysis. Moreover, it was not always
possible to obtain statistically significant results.

Despite methodological difficulties, the evaluation
influence on the WEFH programme. The data
cators” on effectiveness and, in some respects,
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were encouraging: they suggested that — at least in the short term —

5 the WEFH education strategy could influence knowledge levels on
S specific issues. For the WEFH team, this was a positive stimulant.

S ORT Randomized Trial
S

The evaluation of the pilot programme had looked at the influence of the
education programme on the use of Oral Rehydration Therapy. The

S M&E Unit concluded that ‘WEFH had no substantial effect on whether or
not people used ORT”. Yet an important objective of the WEFH

5 programme was to teach ORT skills to village women. The Project
S Review and Redesign specified that WEFH should aim to reduce the lack

of knowledge about the prevention and treatment of dehydration — and
5 the consequent inappropriate behaviour — by one-third.
S

The pilot prompted a closer examination of how ORT should be taught to
S rural women. The M&E Unit posed a basic research question:
S

Canat least25 percentof volunteervillage womenwho are

S taught on a one-to-one basisby trained government

extensionworkers learn to prepareORT in the manner
prescribedby theWEFH programme?

The aim was to test the “programme potential” for introducing sugar-salt
5 mixture (SSM) — rather than a commercial ORS package — as the
S method for ORT. The trial was intended to assess whether it was possible

to teach villagers the use of SSM before WEFH introduced it on a large
scale.

S
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The method chosen was a randomized trial to assess the “best possible
teaching situation”. The M&E Unit proposed a one-to-one rather than a
group teaching situation. It was argued that if SSM could not be taught
under the “best possible” situation, then it certainly could not be taught
under less than ideal circumstances. If this proved to be the case then
another educational approach would have to be worked out.

In the trial there were two comparison groups. Members of the experi-
mental group received instruction on ORT preparations; members of the
control group received instruction on matters related to the pump site.
Twice as many people were placed in the experimental group as in the
control group.

Only adult women with at least one child under the age of five were
eligible for inclusion in the trial. Women with prior knowledge of ORT or
pump site development issues, and women who were likely to travel
away from their homes, were not accepted.

To act as trainers in this trial, 40 government fieldworkers were recruited
and trained at a three-day workshop. They were taught ORT prepa-
ration skills and given instructions on the trial protocol. Each fieldworker
was asked to make six home visits and, at each visit, to open one
envelope in a sequence of six numbered envelopes to determine which
topic to teach on that occasion. Upon completion of the one-to-one
teaching sessions, the fieldworker was asked to declare on the volunteer
registration form whether or not the women had learned the lesson.
Each volunteer woman was visited a second time, approximately six
weeks after the training session, when her knowledge of dehydration
and her ability to prepare SSM were assessed. Four trained, inde-
pendent assessors were used for this task.
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5 The M&E Unit had learned from its earlier experience in the pilot: programme evaluation. By including a “travel clause” in the volunteer
5 recruitment criteria, by using only four assessors, and by mounting a well
5 coordinated field exercise, only eight women out of 21 6 were not traced

in the follow-up.

: At the time of the second visit, women were asked about diarrhoea and
S ORT. For example, did they know that dehydration was a consequence

of diarrhoea? In the control group less than half the women (32 women

or 46.6 percent) answered correctly. Amongst those taught ORT, more

S than two thirds (88 women or 67.8 percent) knew the answer. Note that

the proportions are statistically different, suggesting that such differences

between groups are unlikely to have resulted from chance alone.

The women were also asked what treatment should be given to a child

S with diarrhoea. In the control group, almost half did not state that ORT

was the treatment of choice. In the ORT group, on the other hand, 119
of the 1 38 women stated that ORT should be given to children with

S diarrhoea.
S
S Since the primary purpose of the trial was to test the potential of teaching: village women how to prepare a sugar-salt mixture, at the second visit
5 any woman claiming to know how to make SSM was given the oppor-
S tunily to demonstrate her skill. Volumes of water, sugar and salt drawn
S I I I I I • 1.1

oy me voiunteers were measurea as being too little, correct or too muc
according to WHO recommendations.

S
The trial was designed to test the hypothesis that 25 percent of village

5 women who are taught SSM would correctly prepare the mixture. This

proved to be false. Less than five percent of the ORT group were able to
s prepare the mixture with all three volumes correct.
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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A larger proportion of the ORT group attempted to make SSM than did
members of the control group, and almost 70 percent could correctly
measure one or more volumes. Thirty percent of the ORT group either
claimed not to know how to make SSM, or failed to measure any of the
three volumes correctly.

One incidental but important piece of information from the trial was that
sugar was not commonly stored in the homes of the village women
visited. The assessment did not include a question on the availability of
sugar in the home but it was a common topic of discussion among
assessors. Until this point, WEFH had considered ORT to be a home-
based treatment for diarrhoea. The absence of sugar in the home meant
that this assumption was wrong.

Given the poor success rate in mixing SSM, the evaluation concluded
that WEFH should not ask community-based workers to teach SSM
preparation to other villagers. Rather, WEFH should capitalize on its abil-
ity to convey specific messages and place more emphasis on teaching:

• the role of dehydration as a consequence of diarrhoea;

• signs and symptoms of diarrhoea;

• the fact that ORT is not a cure for diarrhoea, but rather
a treatment for dehydration;

• the task of replacing other commonly used treatments for

diarrhoea with ORT and,

• the importance of continued breast-feeding during bouts
of diarrhoea.
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The M&E Unit argued that the WEFH strategy had been tested “under
better-than-average conditions”, with only one intermediary (a literate,
trained fieldworker) between WEFH and village women and using a
one-to-one teaching session.

S This strategy, M&E argued, was likely to diffuse messages as they passed
S I I I. raown me iines or communication.

A later evaluation of CWO training suggested that this argument was
not valid. Follow-up of 56 CWOs who attended a three-day training

5 course, conducted by a district team, showed that 90 percent could

prepare SSM with no errors or only one error, and that 66 percent could
measure all three volumes of the mixture within the prescribed limits.

S
5 There were obvious flaws in the evaluation methodology. Compared to

WEFH’s education strategy there were substantial differences in the trial
— differences which overlooked some of the basic educational principles

s being used by the adult education team. For instance, in the random-
ized trial the fieldworkers were given very little training in educational
techniques. Nonetheless the trial was instrumental in helping WEFH

S focus its educational messages and formulate an ORT strategy.
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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The Trial Training of Communily Water Organizers

After the village education trial, the M&E Unit looked at the effectiveness
of the CWO training. WEFH organized a pilot workshop for CWOs at
Babile in October 1987. The pilot workshop was intended to test the
proposed training methodology and content, as well as the competence
of the CWOs to teach the subject matter, before extending this type of
training to other communities in the Upper East and West Regions.

IM a~ycase you’ve forgotten

this means looking at the aL’ility
~o~programme_implementers.

This assessment of “provider compliance” was intended to determine the
CWO’s knowledge of:

• their functions;

• the features of a pump site;

• dehydration as the result of diarrhoea;

• the degree of transfer of SSM skills to the CWOs; and,

• the causes and prevention of malaria; and to assess:

• the actions taken by the CWOsafter training to improve their
pump sites and educate the community on health topics.
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S A total of 56 CWOsfrom 31 pump sites attended the training workshop.

They were trained to do five tasks:
S • inspect pumps;
S

• report on pump faults;

: • educate the community on water-related diseases;

• educate and organize the community for tariff collection;

and,: • organize the community to improve their pump sites.

The CWOswere expected to carry out some educational activities when
s they returned to their villages.
S
S For the purposes of the evaluation it was decided to interview as many

CWOs as could be located in the field. In the end 50 CWOswere
interviewed six weeks after their training. A standard questionnaire with

S closed and open-ended questions was used in interviews done on a one-
to-one basis.

An important element in the assessment was the rating of pump sites
using a Pump Site Score Card. Ideally, the Pump Site Score Card should

S have been used to rate the quality of pump sites before the training as

well as after to allow assessment of relative improvements; however, it
was not.

S
5 This weakness in the research design meant that it was not possible to

5 assess knowledge gain, or to measure improvements made to pump

sites. Only a measure of absolute knowledge at the time of assesssment
could be made.

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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~~~vaIuatio~ data showed tha~

Duties of the CWO. No CWO was completely ill-informed about her or
his duties. More than 80 percent of those interviewed could list at least
three tasks. Pump site development, pump inspection and fault reporting
were best known; tariff collection was least known.

Features of a Pump Site. CWOs were taught about the good features of
a pump site: pad protection, drainage and site cleanliness. Each CWO
was asked to describe the features of a pump site. Less than 20 percent
mentioned all three features; more than half mentioned two. One
quarter of CWOsmentioned only one feature.

The Pump Site Score Card was used to rate the quality of each pump
site. A total of 22 pump sites were rated. Only two sites were found to
be in “excellent” condition, while five were rated as “good”. At the two
“excellent” sites, CWOs had organized the community to make extensive
improvements using local materials.

There were few other clear indications of positive action. However, the
rating was done in the busy harvest season, which may have prevented
villagers from undertaking such activities. To overcome this method-
ological constraint, the pump sites were revisited two months later,
at which time very little additional improvement had occurred.

Malaria. The evaluation revealed an improvement in knowledge of the
causes and prevention of malaria. Thirty-nine out of 50 respondents
knew about the cause of malaria, where mosquitoes breed, and how to

fight malaria by draining breeding sites.
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Diarrhoea. All CWOs knew of SSM as the treatment of choice for
diarrhoea, but only 15 (30 percent) knew that SSM was used to replace

5 body fluids and thereby prevent dehydration; 33 of the CWOs

(66 percent) could prepare the SSM correctly.

: The evaluation showed that CWOs were well-informed about the causes

and prevention of malaria, but did not report having taken any actions: to prevent mosquito breeding. The M&E Unit, in fact, questioned thepractical value of education about the causes and prevention of malaria,
S and its impact on morbidity and mortality.
S
5 The evaluation also showed that the training had successfully taught

CWOs to prepare SSM. However, it was not well known that SSM is a
5 treatment for dehydration and not for diarrhoea. This point was given
s more emphasis in subsequent training courses and in WEFH’s educa-

tional materials.
S
S
S
S
S The training seemed to have been least effective

: in terms of knowledge related to pump site
development, and appeared to have very little

S impact on actual improvement of pump sites.: The M&E Unit argued that strong follow-up
5 support and supervision after training was
S needed to encourage villagers to translate
S I I I

5 ~nowieage into action.

The survey was pivotal to the future activities of WEFH. Although the
number of topics being taught to CWOshad been reduced substantially

S from earlier programmes, the M&E Unit argued that it was still too many.

Questions were also raised about relevance. As a result, malaria was
5 dropped as a campaign topic, and the total number of topics for the
• 1988-89 campaign were reduced from eight to two.

S
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The evaluation also helped WEFH to rethink its training programme.
Teaching of the content and teaching methods had been combined. The
feedback indicated that this was too confusing; consequently, the training
programme was revised so that CWOswere first taught the content and
then how to teach it.

Pump Site Development

The 1 988 education campaign focussed on pump site development,
emphasizing community participation in making specific improvements
to pump sites. It was expected the campaign would:

• enhance the longevity of the pumps;

• increase the convenience of using the pump;

• raise hygiene standards at the pump site; and,

• create a sense of community ownership and control of the
pump site.

The M&E Unit conducted a study to assess “recipient compliance” — the
impact on the pump communities.

To evaluate the impact a method of distinguishing good pump sites from
poor pump sites was needed — one able to detect changes that
occurred in one pump site over a period of time, with the emphasis on
assessing attributes that could be altered by villagers. The first steps in
developing such a method were determining the features that are
important in defining pump site quality and creating a means of rating
each feature. The aim was to create a simple, easy-to-use and reason-
ably precise measurement instrument.
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It was evident from discussions within WEFH that there were many
5 different ideas and terms used to describe good and bad pump sites,
S and that a more specific set of features needed to be determined. To do

this the M&E Unit prepared a series of photographs of different pump
5 sites and asked observers to rate them. Each observer was shown a
S photograph of a pump site that was obviously good. When the observer

agreed that the pump site was good, the photograph was placed on the
right-hand side of the table. Next, a photograph of a very poor pump

S site was passed to the observer who placed it on the left-hand side of the
S II I •.. I I I •I I Itaoie. Tnese two inihai pnotograpns proviaea ena-points to a range o

pump site quality that was established by asking the observer to place
5 48 more photos within the range. This process yielded a spectrum of: pump site quality.

In this manner it was decided that the following four features were the
s most important for distinguishing good pump sites from bad pump sites:
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

Once the four features were identified, criteria to distinguish different
S conditions within each feature were established. Emphasis was placed

on considering those aspects of the pump site that villagers could be
reasonably expected to alter.

S
S
S
S
S
S
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Waterproduction:

Padprotection:

Drainage:

Site cleanliness:

Siteswherethepump failed to producewater,
for whateverreason,werepoor.

Theconcretepadproviding thebasefor thepump
had to beprotectedagainstundermining through
erosion.

Spilledwaterhadto flow far from thepump.

Both theconcretepadandtheareaimmediately
surroundingthepadhadto beclean.



Simple but specific yes/no questions were established. All features
except water production were rated using the three categories of good,
fair and poor.

The various categories used to describe the individual features 0f each

pump site were combined to form the Pump Site Score Card. Each
feature was given a numerical score and all the scores were combined to

provide an overall rating for the pump site. The scoring system placed
greatest emphasis on water production.

The Pump Site Score Card was used to measure the impact of the
education on pump site development in the 1988 campaign. The
research was designed so that data were collected from pump sites
where CWOs were scheduled to be educated (education pump sites)
and from pump sites where no CWOs were to be educated (control
pump sites). Pump sites where CWOswere scheduled to be trained
were scored before the training and again approximately one month
after the training was completed. Control pump sites were evaluated at
corresponding intervals. This approach yielded paired data to allow
comparison of changes at each pump site. Inclusion of a control group
made it possible to compare outcomes at education pump sites to

changes that occurred in the absence of WEFH education. A total of
565 paired records were available for final analysis: 483 in the
education group and 82 in the control group. This represented just
under 25 percent of all pump sites in the two regions.
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Ratings taken before the training began indicated that improvements to

pump site quality were required at almost all pump sites. The primary
point of comparison after the training was between the education group
and the control group. However, at some pump sites the CWOs did not
attend training even though they were scheduled to do so. For the
analysis the M&E Unit took advantage of this situation and subdivided

the education group into “education with CWO”, where the CWO was
present, and “education without CWO”.

The change was most impressive in terms of pad protection. In the
education group 56 percent of all pads needing improvement were in
fact improved. There was little change in the control group.

The impact of the education was, however, less striking with drainage
and site cleanliness. Improvements in drainage occurred at only 15.8
percent (89) of all pump sites requiring such improvements. The rates of
change for drainage were -i-i 2.4 percent in the education group and
+6.5 percent in the control group. The education group where the
CWOsattended training showed the best results.

Even though the rate of change on drainage was minimal the education
did stimulate interest. A “good” rating required the presence of a solid
gutter — constructed from either concrete or local materials. At the time,
the best method of acquiring a solid gutter was to pay a fee to have
GWSC construct a concrete gutter at the site.

An estimated 300 requests were made; unfortunately, GWSCwas not

able to meet the demand. Only 30 extended pads with concrete gutters
were constructed in the two regions during 1988, just 10 percent of the

number of requests received by GWSC. A major factor here was a
change in policy that substantially reduced the subsidy on cement.

In a sense this reflected a weakness in both the evaluation design and the
educational strategy. The M&E Unit stated that its methodology should
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emphasize “assessing the attributes that could be altered by villagers”.
S The construction of a concrete pad requiring the input of GWSC was

obviously outside villagers’ control. The evaluation results highlighted the
need to choose educational targets carefully and to prepare to facilitate

s the desired effect.
S
S On the fourth pump site feature, water production, the status was so

good before training that there was little room for improvement. Most
pumps produced water at the time of the initial assessment. Of those

S that did not at the second assessment, many failed for tariff reasons;

significantly for the WEFHprogramme, CWOsfrom only 13 of those 29
pump sites attended training courses. This implies that education about

S tariff at the training workshops would miss an important portion of

the pump sites that have already lost water because of tariff related
problems.

S
Overall, the education was effective in bringing about improvements at

S the pump sites. Villagers responded well to requests to improve pad: protection, probably because the task could be done at minimal cost and
because it was a message that had been continually repeated from the

S early days of WUR
S
S Developing the Pump Site Score Card helped to provide a concrete

measure of the effectiveness of the education campaign. But the value of
5 the exercise went far beyond that. The exercise required careful
5 examination of pump site development issues, which led to the esta-

blishment of the four main features of the pump site and creation of
s clear, objective definitions of the various states of each feature. This in
5 turn contributed to establishing the curriculum for the education cam-

paign. By providing criteria to assess whether or not improvements are
s necessary at a pump site, educators could describe the behavioural
5 changes desired from the education in very specific terms.
S
S
S
S
S
S
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Conclusion

The M&E Unit focussed its attention on conducting studies that made an
immediate contribution to the development of the education strategy.
The emphasis was on short-term studies that would provide information
and direction to the adult education team. A lot of time was spent
working with the WEFH team to help them clarify objectives and focus
educational messages.

An effort was also made to test the effectiveness of specific strategies.
The randomized trial prior to the 1987 pilot campaign on the teaching
of ORT was one example of this.

Once it had been shown that WEFH could train fieldworkers and CWOs
to an acceptable level of competence, more time was spent on assessing
the impact of knowledge on the target population. In 1988, there was a
large-scale study on the impact of pump site development and, in 1989,
an impact study on ORS.

Information collected on the CWOs — name, gender, age, literacy —

provided WEFH with information about “recipient identification” and
coverage. A data bank on all C~vVOswas created.

The studies were designed to yield relatively quick results. At times this
meant that there were methodological weaknesses and some bias in
results — a fact readily acknowledged by the M&E Unit. But the
contribution made by M&E to the education strategy outweighed any
concerns for a more scientifically rigorous research design. Nonetheless,
the M&E Unit did learn from its experience in the field and improved on
its research methods. The difficulties encountered in tracing respondents

in the study on the 1 986 campaign, for example, were eliminated from
subsequent studies by using a more select group of assessors, providing

them with more thorough training and field support, and adding a
“travel clause” to the selection criteria for respondents.
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The focus on the effectiveness of the educational methodology in mes-
sage delivery has meant that other aspects of monitoring and evaluation
have received less attention. Nevertheless, the M&E unit realized the
importance of assessing the longer-term impact on health and health-

related behaviour in such crucial areas as the adoption of ORT as the
first line of treatment for diarrhoea, or the acceptance of community
responsibility for maintaining pump sites. The collection of baseline data
for future evaluation of health impact began in 1989.

You know, he really
is a helpful part of

the campaign.
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ISSUES
There were three main components in managing the project:

• coordination;

• administration; and,

• personnel management.

These were combined with programme, finance and asset management.

Ensuring that each of these elements was managed efficiently was an
essential part of achieving the project’s goals.

The dynamics of introducing a technical aid programme into a funda-

mentally different society — with its own structures, beliefs, behaviours
and perceptions — affected the style of management. The two

interacting cultures — Northern Ghana and Canada — each had its
own basis for measuring productivity, behaviour and perceptions. Both
societies had differing expectations and aspirations, methods of assess-
ing successes, and tolerance for change.

Coordination

Coordination was required within the project — with GWSC manage-
ment, with cooperating agencies and with several external agencies.

The history of the project played a part in coordination. Prior to late
1987 WUP worked with three units — the Rural Water Supply Unit of
GWSC and its own Water Education for Health, and Monitoring and
Evaluation units. The organizational structure required coordination to

work toward a common goal. When the Upper Region Maintenance
and Stabilization Project ended and its remaining functions were
transferred to a CIDA advisor working at GWSC’s head office,
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S however, the managers and workers of RWSU continued to expect

service and assistance from the project coordinator. In fact, they
s continue to come with urgent requests for service.
S

In an attempt to serve the related needs of GWSC and the RWSU, a
fourth unit, Commercial Optimization, was added in 1987 but ceased to

be a part of the WUP structure in 1989.

In 1990, as WUP entered a transition phase, another unit — Community

S Animation — was added. Its function is to help communities develop: organization and decision-making capacities for the operation and

management of pumps, including activities to generate income.

This history of adding and deleting units to serve local and immediate
S needs has increased and has complicated the work of coordination.
S
S WUP’s success in developing effective mass education methods meant

that many people and agencies were interested in WUP’s activities. This
has had both negative and positive impacts on project coordination.

S
Adm in isfration

S
The management of resources occupied up to 60 percent of the project

S manager’s time. This involved a variety of tasks including verifying and

: paying expense claims; preparing monthly and quarterly reports and
s annual plans; attending meetings and workshops; coordinating with

partner and national agencies; ordering and procuring supplies;
5 managing supplies and equipment; and, banking and accounting.

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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Changes in resources — physical, financial or human — meant ad just-
ments in procedures. These changes were often unexpected or unplan-
ned. They were sometimes made by people or agencies outside the
project and project management therefore had to be flexible.

In a Canadian situation, most of these issues would be handled by

support systems or other agencies; in this situation, most were handled

by the coordinator. With hindsight, many of these tasks would have

been assigned to a full-time administrative officer.

Logistical support in an environment where services
and maintenance are not well-developed was
difficult — at times it seemed that if anything could
go wrong it would. Problems related to vehicles,

procurement and movement of supplies, the
slowness of communications to and from head

office, production of material for programmes, and
maintenance of basic housing standards were

particularly frustrating for the project coordinator.

w
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Coordination involved dealingwith manydiverseissues. In onemorn-

Ing, for instance,the coordinatormight dealwith a GWSC manager

requestinga report, an advisorwanting to discussprogrammeideas,a

visiting consultantrequiring Information, an agencyIn Accra, a driver
requestingmoney for spareparts, the workshop managersaying

repairsto avehicle cannotbe madebecausethereareno welding rods,

an employeewhosewatertank hassprunga leak, or a studentasking

for a CIDA scholarshipto go to Canadato study.
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S
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S
S The flow of money to finance the various aspects of the programme,

: getting the required resources in the right place at the right time and
maintaining vehicles — combined with communication demands,

5 record-keeping and fiscal accounting — were all tasks that had to be
S manag

S Personnel Management
S
S Personnel management, particularly with regard to the welfare of the

Canadian advisors, was the most difficult aspect of project management.
The turnover of advisors meant that the team was constantly changing.

S New advisors brought new skills and new ideas that had to be
integrated into a team operation that included both Ghanaian and

S
Canadian personnel, and into the framework of an ongoing pro-

S gramme. They, and their families, also had differing demands and needs.
S
S The extreme environmental conditions had a substantial impact on

expatriate families. Advisors responded differently to the climate, poor
communication, housing and social conditions, and the Ghanaian

S cultural situation. Many found the fact that work and family life were not

separated stressful.

Concerns about their health and the quality of health services, long
periods without communication with home, and personal and job needs

S all had to be dealt with. Such concerns often affected interpersonal
S I • I. I I I I I r I

reiationsnips at work and at flome. me personal nature ot mese issues
and individual reactions made personnel management very strenuous.

S
S
S
S
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The Cross-cultural Environment

Programme management occured in an environment very different from

that in which the advisors were educated and trained. The dynamics of

managing across cultures and the implications were present constantly.

Although Ghana is officially English-speaking, English was not under-
stood or spoken by the majority of the villagers the project worked with.
Programmes had to be delivered in six languages. The counterparts
spoke or understood most of the languages of the regions. These lan-
guage differences created many difficulties in the administration of
policies and procedures, and frequently in giving and understanding
instructions.

Environmental conditions frequently caused illnesses among the advisors,

affecting work and attitude.

Administrative requirements within the system sometimes created differ-

ences or tension among project staff. For instance, the Government of
Ghana has policies governing the use of vehicles after work hours, on
weekends and on holidays. However, the project vehicles could be used
by the advisors at those times on payment of a monthly fee. This policy
was not well understood by other government organizations and local
staff often raised this issue, asking why they could not have the same
benefits.

Financial Management ~

The requirements of financial administration created considerable work
and much anxiety. The dynamic nature of the programme combined
with continually rising costs meant that budgeting was very difficult. The
project used a consolidated accounting practice. This permitted easy
movement of funds from one area to another; it also meant that units
never knew what monies were available to them.
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Foreign exchange considerations forced the project to keep funds readily
available, and an account was maintained in Burkina Faso. Funding was

S also managed by the executing agency in Canada. CIDA approved

and paid for major purchases, moving the funds to the project through
the Canadian High Commission in Ghana. These many funding sources

S meant that the project coordinator had little knowledge of total funds

available. Moreover, working in two currencies meant accounting in
5 two currencies.
S

The pattern of fiscal management on site was not much different than for
5 other projects. However, inconsistent communication, the uneven fiscal

demands of the project, unpredictable expenses owing to equipment
S failure or damage, and the fact that the coordinator did the book-: keeping, accounting and banking complicated fiscal management.

Delays in transferring money consistently created cash flow problems,
s causing difficulties during periods of high cash requirements.
S

S Asset Management

Management of equipment and supplies in an area where services are
5 not well developped, where technical skills are often lacking, and where

S supplies are difficult to get was often frustrating. The purchase of spare

parts and supplies abroad was subject to freight carriers’ work patterns,
problems clearing cusoms and transportation.

S
Maintaining the vehicle fleet was difficult because the service system was

S underdeveloped. As well, many of the staff and drivers were indifferent: toward preventive maintenance. In a project where transport was essen-
tial, maintaining the vehicles was a priority.

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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The Lessons Learned

In some ways, the management structure of WUP has been the least
responsive to the changing situation. Some of the administrative load
might have been shared with a Ghanaian administrator. This would
have been a step towards local management and a Ghanaian familiar
with the situation might have found such tasks as vehicle maintenance
less cumbersome.

Several other, more immediate, lessons can be learned from this project:

• administrative systems and procedures should be developed
at the very beginning. Building them on the run is time-
consuming, costly and results in taking short cuts;

• vehicles are the lifeline. It should not be assumed that local
maintenance and service is adequate. It may in fact be
necessary to develop a sophisticated system (regardless of
cost) to ensure preventive maintenance and repairs are done
adequately;

• computer programmes should be standard commercial
programmes rather than customized programmes. The
person in charge of computers must be able to manage,
maintain and operate the programmes. Because of the

conditions under which the project functions, this person

must be computer-literate;

• each new staff member should have a structured, on-site,
on-the-job orientation to the project;

• every employee should complete end-of-contract handover
notes to help incoming members;
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• it is critical to have an overlap between departing and
incoming staff; and,

• although this was primarily an education project, the team
should have included a technical person who could solve
vehicle problems, housing and related matters.

For the project manager it is important to protect personal and job time
vigorously. Daily attention to the frontline issues robs the manager of
time to plan, monitor, report and maintain liaison with other agencies.
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COUNTERPART DEVELOPMENT

The sustainability of the Water Utilization Project is, in part, linked to the
professional development of its Ghanaian counterparts. Their ability to

maintain and further develop programme activities as Canadian
advisory support is phased out will be a factor in determining whether
WUP’s achievements can be sustained.

WUP’s experience with hand pump maintenance provides an example of

what can be achieved with appropriate institutional support. Canadian
advisory support to the Rural Water Supply Unit began in 1983.
By June 1988, the last advisor had been phased out and the RWSU
placed under the supervision of GWSC and manned by Ghanaian staff,
although CIDA continues to provide financial assistance to purchase

spare parts.

Two years after the phasing out of Canadian advisory support, the

RWSU was able to keep approximately 90 percent of the hand pumps
functioning at any one time. This standard compared favourably with
what was achieved during the 1983-88 period. Through on-the-job

training and regular supervision of job performance, Ghanaian counter-
parts in the RWSU acquired the skills and commitment to maintain the
standards set with Canadian support.

In the case of WEFH, the 1986 Review and Redesign Report noted that
the goal of counterpart development “is to develop a group of Ghanaian
staff capable of planning, organizing and managing the WEFHstrategy

by 1988.”
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However, training did take place. During WEFH’s four years of opera-
tion, there were three different approaches to counterpart training:

• on-the-job training;

• inhouse staff training; and,

• short courses originated by other agencies.

The nine-person Ghanaian counterpart staff of WEFHand the

Monitoring and Evaluation Unit — four of them women — have all
received on-the-job training and participated in adult education and
management training.

In the early days, advisors provided much of the leadership and worked
with the counterparts to develop their skills and confidence. Since the
inception of the education programme, counterparts have taken an
increasing share in the day-to-day planning and running of the pro-

gramme.

w
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But training counterparts was often given low priority within WEFH’s

operations, especially during periods of intensive programming, when

counterparts were learning new skills “on the run”.
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While several of the WEFH counterparts were experienced trainers, they
were less familiar with interactive training methods. To broaden their
skills, they participated in training workshops on interactive training
methods. During the 1987 and 1988 campaigns, counterparts acted as
participants-cum-trai ners at the fieldworker training courses. More
recently, they took responsibility for organizing and leading these

training events.

Counterparts also received on-the-job training in the technical aspects of
monitoring and evaluation and the M&E Unit counterparts were taught
basic computer skills. Trainees in the Radio and Material Production Unit
acquired skills in research and interviewing, recording, writing, editing,

dubbing, mixing and packaging through a series of short workshops.

But counterparts argued for more structured training that would be
formally recognized and contribute to their career development

prospects. The counterparts and fieldworkers involved in WEFH’s mass
training generally did not have access or the means to attend university

or professional development courses.

WUP ran an inservice course in January 1 989, aimed at improving the
adult education skills of participants. Most of those involved had had
basic professional training. However, they had not had the opportunity

to learn about the theory of adult education and the technologies of
extension work.

All WUP counterparts and fieldworkers involved in the mass education
programme could apply. Those who showed the greatest potential as
trainers were accepted. Fifty participants registered for the course — 25
from the Upper East and 25 from the Upper West — representing 11

departments and agencies. The course was a morale booster and
appeared to have a positive impact on the professional abilities of the
participants.
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In an attempt to systematize the training and respond to the specificneeds of individuals, WEFH set up a training team and conducted a skills
S inventory survey. Information from the survey was provided to the

: organizers of the leadership course so that they could deal more directlywith the counterparts’ training needs.

As the second phase of WUP came to an end, the management of the
S project and who should do it became a major topic of discussion. At a

CIDA-sponsored workshop in October 1989 to review WUPand look at
future developments, a recommendation was made to actively move

S counterparts into a decision-making role. Advisors endeavoured to take

more of a “back-seat” position, letting counterparts take the lead in
liaison with other agencies, planning schedules and allocating resources.

S This change in roles was supported by inservice management training,

including a two-day course on work planning.

: Efforts have been made to support the professional development of the
project’s Ghanaian staff. Canadian advisors with academic credentials

S and broad practical experience were successful in imparting their skills

and knowledge. Yet the rising expectations of the counterparts have not
been fully met. Increasingly, as their skills and confidence develop, they

S have asked that this training contribute toward their career prospects

within WUP and their own parent agencies. In the context of Ghana,
this means certified training.

S
The plan to link WUP’s inservice course with certification by the Institute

5 of Adult Education did not materialize, partly because there was not

enough lead time to discuss and negotiate the arrangement with the
institute. Certification, however, still remains an issue for the counter-

parts — and will be an issue in any future development of WUR
S
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LESSONS LEARNED
The focus of the Water Utilization Project has been social

change, and the experience of this project reinforces one of
the most significant lessons of the past Water Decade: social
change does not automatically occur as a result of a technical

input like the installation of hand pumps. Development efforts

aimed at improving the quality of life cannot be divorced
from appropriate education and a well thought-out
communications strategy. It is now well-recognized that
education should be part of the total strategy for social change and
should complement, if not precede, the technological changes. WUP’s
experience shows that the goal of “improving the health and productive
capacity” would to a large extent have remained unmet if the Water
Education for Health programme had not been added to the project.

This, of course, is not a new lesson. Yet the experience does serve to

emphasize the importance of education and communication in the
development of water resources for the urban and rural poor. It also
highlights the importance of including an educational communications

strategy in the early stages of project planning — and recognizing as
well that education takes time and resources. This should be considered
in the conception and planning of future water and sanitation projects.

The educational strategy employed in WUP was most effective when
basic adult and community education principles were adhered to.
The “tried and tested” principles, once applied, have proved sound.
The Review and Redesign Mission outlined these operational principles.

w
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Some Operational Principles

S • a narrow focus with a limited number of topics and
S messages;: • aimed at building awareness and at related achievable
5 behaviour change;

• using interactive, learner-centred educational methods;

5 • based on an approach that involves community

S participation;: • employing an experimental and phased approach,starting with small pilot projects and expanding to
a mass programme;

S • linking mass coverage with a high quality programme; and,
S

• using formative evaluation to improve programme design.

The WUPexperience demonstrates that an inhouse Monitoring and
S Evaluation Unit can play an important role in shaping and maximizing

the outcome of an educational strategy. The M&E Unit’s work on
message design and on testing the effectiveness of each link in the

S communication chain led to changes in the educational strategy that, in: turn, increased the impact of the education. Without the benefits that
come from monitoring and evaluation, the water and health education

S activities would not have been as effective.
S
5-
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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S
S
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Recognizing the importance of interagency collaboration was a key
factor in the success of the mass campaigns. While the various planning
missions noted the need for such cooperation, it was neglected in the
earlier educational efforts. The project’s strategy on interagency collabo-
ration worked because:

• they took time to develop both formal and informal links and
to make other agencies and individuals feel part of the
overall strategy; and,

• they developed clear roles and responsibilities, and trained
people to do these tasks.

What needs to be recognized and built into project planning is that it
takes time to develop and establish such a working partnership.

Counterpart development and training is important for project sustain-
ability. While this was recognized by the Review and Redesign Mission,
it was not given enough attention. Much of the counterpart training was
done on an ad hoc basis and, in the final analysis, was not done ade-
quately. Counterpart development needs to be a planned and scheduled
project activity.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Has the Water Utilization Project been a success? An evaluation in June,

1990 pointed to some notable achievements:
• a high proportion of pumps were delivering safe water;: compared to other, similar projects, the percentage was

5 remarkably high.
S

• the project had built a network of 5,000 Community Water
S Organizers at more than 2,500 pump sites.
S
s • the knowledge of the linkage between safe water and water-

borne disease had increased and there was some evidence
S

of health Improvement.

: • a start had been made on effective inter-Agency cooperation
in water and health promotion activities.

: It was noted that none of this would have been possible, if the funding
S Agency had not made a long-term committment to the people of the

Upper Regions. The skilled Canadian and Ghanaian team and the
Canadian contractor, Wardrop Engineering, had been given the time to

5 build a solid village-based educational structure and to experiment over

a period of years, to arrive at a winning educational and communication
5 strategy.
S

At the same time, it had to be recognized that the project was not: entirely sustainable in its current form. The handpumps could only be
maintained by a centralized team of skilled mechanics, with adequate

S transport and backup systems. All handpump parts had to be imported.
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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And the annual WEFHcampaigns were essentially designed by a team

of Canadian and Ghanaian advisors hired and supported by the
project. While Regional Advisory Committees had been formed, little

attempt was made to involve representatives of line departments in WUP
decision-making.

In considering a possible extension to the project, CIDA decided to

address some of these issues in the last two years of the existing project.
The findings of a participatory “think tank” of project participants had
pointed the way. It recommended that much greater attention be paid to
training and developing Ghanaian staff, and that leadership positions

be handed over to Ghanaians. Also, the inter-Agency network should
be strengthened and given more say in the project decisions.

Great progress had been made by the international community in
developing a handpump which can be managed and maintained by
villagers themselves. This raised an intriguing possibility:

Why not replace the present handpumps, which would soon need
frequent repairs, with these new models? The village-level organization
could be strengthened, based upon the two Community Water

Organizers. Villages could take ownership of the new pump and collect
sufficient funds to buy spare parts and to pay the salary of a village-

based pump caretaker and repair-person. Perhaps, additional funds
could be generated for other activities, such as subsidizing the cost of
family latrines. In this way, their dependence upon outside support
would be lessened.

Also, as some pockets of the the population had not been covered by the
first project, additional water sources could be provided. Why not try
hand-dug wells, if the water table permitted, with villagers providing
some of the labour. The initial cost would be much less. And this would
be in line with current thinking that villagers should have the type of
water system they want and can afford.
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It was recognized that health promotion and education efforts would
need to be continued, if behavior changes in health-related habits were

S to become ingrained. Who could carry on these efforts?
S
S This raised the question of an appropriate home for WUP-III. Should it

remain with GWSC? Was there a line ministry which could take on the
entire responsibility? What about emerging regional and district

S government structures? Could NGOs and the private sector play a: stronger role in water and health?

These questions will be addressed in the larger context of cooperation
between Ghana and Canada. A new project has begun to rehabilitate

5 urban and pen-urban water systems in the Upper and Northern

Regions. Another rural development project in the Northern Region
(Norrip) is starting from scratch to drill 350 boreholes equipped with

handpumps. Lessons learned in WUP have already been integrated in
5 project design and the experience of this project will recycled into any
5 extention to WUR
S
S Furthermore, the Government of Canada is helping Ghana to solve its

major debt problems, and to develop a poverty alleviation strategy
5 which may go some way toward improving the productive base of the
S Upper Regions’economy.
S
S
S
S
S
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We hope you have found this detailed case study useful. If you are a
involved in community development, you will know that case studies can
provide useful ideas and some direction in your own projects. But it is U

essential that these findings be adapted not adopted. Each project
evolves within its own cultural, social and economic environment. And
that environment changes continually; during the life of this project, new
factors influenced people’s life in the Upper Regions of Ghana. Thanks
to the efforts of the Government of Ghana, the economic situation
improved. More consumer goods became available; roads were up-
graded, giving people easier access to their market towns. Radio was
introduced, bringing new ideas and, inevitably, heightened expectations
of improvements in daily life. We hope the project evolved with these
changes, and will continue to do so.

The writers, Ghanaian and Canadian, who have lived the reality of the

Water Utilization Project for so many years, wish you every success in
this exciting process called “development”.
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